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Abstract
This thesis investigates the fusion of 3D visual information (i.e., depth
and camera motion) with 2D image cues to provide 3D semantic maps of
large scale environments in which a robot traverses. A major theme of
this thesis was to exploit the availability of 3D information acquired from
robot sensors to improve upon 2D object classification alone. In many
robotic applications, e.g., object recognition, object tracking and environ-
ment surveillance, it has becoming increasingly desirable for robots to be
capable of understanding the surrounding scene and make higher level de-
cisions based on relationships between detected objects in this scene. Ob-
ject segmentation is often considered as a key step in scene understanding
but despite the large amount of activity in this area, the problem of object
segmentation is yet to solved completely and accurately.
The initial path taken for fusing 2D and 3D information for the image seg-
mentation problem in this thesis, was formulated using a graphic model
which combined colour and depth terms. An adaptive weighting scheme
between colour and depth was introduced resulting in improved segmen-
tation performance compared to that achieved by either alone. Although
these results were promising, they relied on initialisation from human
input. To remove this reliance, unsupervised segmentation was demon-
strated using 3D information to generate meaningful hypotheses that were
connected spatially. Finally, a nonparametric model to extend the above
binary segmentation framework to multi-label semantic segmentation was
employed. This was demonstrated in a large environment to not only per-
form 2D classification but to build a 3D semantic map which is ultimately
aimed at aiding higher level reasoning.
The proposed methods have been evaluated on several indoor and outdoor
datasets collected from mobile robotic platforms including a quadcopter
and ground vehicle covering several kilometres of urban roads.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Segmenting objects of interest in an image or video is of great significance in many
robotic and computer vision tasks, such as tracking targets, recognising a region of
interest or image editing (composing a new image using foreground and background
from different images).
Significantly, segmentation is becoming popular in vision-based robotic applica-
tions. For example, vision-based manipulation requires targets to be detected quickly
and accurately. Robust and accurate object segmentation can assist robot systems to
learn target objects efficiently, thereby improving interactive manipulation between
object and manipulator [14; 15]. In human motion capture, segmented human bodies
can prevent incorrect tracking and ambiguity between human and non-human motion
[16; 17]. Additionally, there is significant work on segmentation in urban environ-
ments [18; 19; 20] which is useful for urban 3D reconstruction [21] and detecting loop
closures for Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) [22]. Consequently this
leads to improved environmental understanding and reasoning. Thus, segmentation
can be considered as a critical step for these applications. However, the segmentation
problem is still challenging and far from being solved in the real world, even though it
has been an active area of research for decades.
Over the past few decades, a large amount of research on image segmentation em-
ployed cues from the image space, such as colour distribution [1; 2], shape [23; 24;
25; 26], motion [27; 28] or context [23; 25; 29] to describe foreground and back-
ground. However, the object to be segmented in an image might have quite similar
attributes (e.g., colour, intensity or shape) as other objects or background. Therefore,
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more discriminative cues need to be taken into account to disambiguate objects from
this background.
As the image is actually taken from the real 3D world, the object in an image
to some extend holds strong 3D constraints, such as occupying a compact 3D space
(e.g., car, pedestrian) or preserving a topological relationship (e.g., pedestrian above
the ground). In addition, 3D information has become ubiquitous, which can be eas-
ily obtained using stereo vision [30], multi-view based depth fusion [31], laser range
finders or RGBD sensors (e.g.,Microsoft Kinect). One major aim of this thesis is to in-
vestigate a segmentation framework that can combine 2D cues from image space (like
colour) and 3D cues from the Euclidean space (like depth). Moreover, the impact of
different cues for the segmentation task is also discussed in the proposed framework.
This novel framework forms the first primary contribution in this thesis (see Section
1.1).
In addition to the joint 2D and 3D cue based segmentation framework, this thesis
focuses on segmentation directed towards potential robotic applications. For robots,
automatically segmenting an object of interest in an image plays a key role in the level
of achieved autonomy. However, it is still a debatable question as to what should be
the object of interest in an image. Especially when it comes to a detailed pixel by
pixel segmentation, the potential object to be segmented becomes quite subjective. For
example, given a sample image shown in Fig. 1.1(a), should the whole person be
segmented (see Fig. 1.1(b))? Or should a part of the person be segmented (see Fig.
1.1(c) and 1.1(d))? Due to this ambiguity, an object of interest is defined following the
Gestalt principle of emergence [32] in this thesis, i.e., an object of interest is defined as
a whole rather than as a collection of parts. Therefore, the whole person is considered
as the object of interest in Fig. 1.1.
In order to achieve the segmentation of an entire object, segmentation usually re-
quires some prior knowledge which either can be obtained by interactive user input in
a semi-supervised manner or completely unsupervised using strong prior knowledge.
In this thesis, these two segmentation problems, i.e., semi-supervised (interactive) seg-
mentation and unsupervised segmentation, are investigated.
Semi-supervised (interactive) segmentation is the segmentation problem with users
input indicating an object, i.e., users select pixel seeds from an object and its back-
ground to define what the object is and what the background is. Then the object
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.1: Ambiguity in object segmentation in an image. (a) an example image; (b) segmen-
tation of the whole person; (c) segmentation of the bright green shirt; (d) segmentation of the
blue pants.
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and background can be modelled based on the information provided by selected pixel
seeds. As shown in Fig. 1.2(a), the red scribbles denote the seeds from the object
while the blue scribbles denote the seeds from the background. The foreground and
background colour distributions can be learnt from these user provided pixel seeds.
Therefore, unselected pixels in an image have similarity distance to the foreground
and background respectively, which indicates how likely a pixel is foreground or back-
ground.
Most state-of-the-art semi-supervised segmentation algorithms are demonstrated
for still images [33; 34]. However, video data is ubiquitous and common to vision-
based robotic systems. It is impractical to provide the pixel seeds for each frame
directly from users, which prevents the proposed semi-supervised segmentation meth-
ods in the literature to be directly applied to robotic applications. In this thesis, an
automatic object segmentation is proposed for video sequences. Specifically, once the
object and background are defined by users in the first frame, these chosen pixel seeds
can be automatically propagated to the subsequent frames via camera position esti-
mated using a structure from motion algorithm [35]. An automatic segmentation, then,
can be obtained for subsequent frames.
As aforementioned, colour information of foreground and background is widely
applied to model foreground and background in the literature. However, the colour
distribution of foreground and background might be similar, which degenerates the
discriminative capability of colour. In this thesis, 3D information that configures the
relationship between object and background in the real world is combined with colour
information to achieve a more robust segmentation solution. More specifically, a depth
map for each frame (see Fig. 1.2(c)) thanks to a multi-view based depth fusion method
[31] is computed and then fused with colour information of each frame into the above
joint 2D and 3D cues segmentation framework to obtain more robust segmentation
results.
Furthermore, the significance of colour and depth for each frame in a segment of
video data varies due to the camera moving and light changing. It is crucial to develop
a way that determines the discriminative capability of colour and depth cues for each
frame. A novel method that can adaptively adjust the weight of colour and depth for
segmentation task in each frame is presented in this thesis.
The above work forms another primary contribution which extents current state-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.2: (a) an example image with user provided pixel seeds (red scribbles denote the
foreground seeds and blue scribbles represent the background seeds); (b) saliency map of the
image (highlighted region implies the salient region); (c) depth map of the image; (d) 3D
reconstruction of the scene.
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of-the-art semi-supervised segmentation methods.
Secondly, in order to achieve fully automatic segmentation that is useful for au-
tonomous systems, it is infeasible to be continuously told what the object is by users
even though only required for the first frame in a video data. The potential object
should be found based on some prior knowledge and then segmented automatically.
In this thesis, a completely unsupervised segmentation problem which can segment
the potential objects without any user input under the assumption that the physical
object often occupies a compact 3D region (i.e., prior knowledge) is explored. For
example, as shown in Fig. 1.2(d), the person occupies a compact region, as opposed to
being spread out in the 3D space.
In the literature, however, most state-of-the-art unsupervised segmentation meth-
ods [7; 36] employ clustering algorithms based on coherent information in an image
to segment an image into several regions. Each region does not necessarily have to
be a meaningful object and could be just part of a meaningful object. However, unsu-
pervised meaningful object segmentation is necessary in high level vision tasks, such
as object tracking or object recognition for autonomous system without external hu-
man intervention. Therefore, finding the potential meaningful objects is crucial for
unsupervised segmentation.
In addition to the aforementioned 3D geometric constraints for potential meaning-
ful objects in the real world, another helpful suggestion for segmenting meaningful
objects in an image is the detected salient regions in an image. Inspired by biologic
visual systems, salient regions implicates the area where the meaningful object is lo-
cated [9; 37; 38]. Thus, the salient region (see Fig. 1.2(b)) detected based on several
low level cues such as colour and texture is employed to provide another strong prior
for potential objects in this thesis. Specifically, the salient region and the compact 3D
geometry assumption are combined to hypothesize a potential object. Then the object
model can be formulated using the information of the hypothesized potential object.
Meanwhile, the background can be modelled using the information of the region which
does not belong to the proposed potential object. These models can be incorporated
into the above joint 2D and 3D segmentation framework resulting in a fully automatic
unsupervised segmentation method. This is the third primary contribution of this thesis
outlined in Section 1.1.
Unlike the above interactive segmentation and unsupervised segmentation, which
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employ low level cues (e.g., colour and depth) to segment potential objects with or
without user interaction (a.k.a. bottom-up segmentation), there is another segmenta-
tion problem, i.e., segmenting all pixels in an image using top-down knowledge of the
object categories (a.k.a. semantic segmentation or top-down segmentation).
Understanding the semantic label for each pixel in an image is a fundamental prob-
lem in perception and is useful towards the larger goal of constructing intelligent sys-
tems. Being able to extract such semantic meanings from natural images could also
enhance the interactive capability of robots with the environment and increase the level
of autonomy of intelligent machines. A semantic segmentation problem is thus investi-
gated using a database in which semantic labels exist in this thesis. In contrast to those
methods which build a sophisticated classifier using training datasets [19; 39; 40], a
nonparametric method is proposed to label the pixel by transferring the labels from a
database. Such a method without the need for trained classifiers could easily adapt to
a new environment.
Furthermore, as our real world is in 3D, we extend the semantic segmentation from
2D to 3D space. We believe such a 3D semantic map is useful for a number of robotic
applications such as autonomous driving, navigation or localisation. [13] presented
a method for 3D semantic map generation, but in that work they assume that the en-
vironment is static. In addition, they apply a parametric method for semantic image
segmentation which requires offline training that needs to be updated whenever the
environment changes. In order to avoid training and pre-defined parametric model
for semantic segmentation, the work presented in [41] applied a nonparametric model
which transfers the semantic label from publicly available database to the image to be
parsed. However, this work [41] still focused on 2D space. This thesis will extend
the current nonparametric semantic segmentation from 2D to 3D, which is different to
that using parametrical model for semantic segmentation [13]. Thus, this nonparamet-
ric semantic segmentation in 3D space becomes another primary contribution in this
thesis.
In summary, this thesis addresses three kinds of segmentation problems, i.e., in-
teractive segmentation, unsupervised segmentation and semantic segmentation, aim-
ing for potential robotic applications like scene recognition, navigation or exploration.
More particularly, interactive segmentation is useful for remote robotic systems. For
example, a human operator points out an object of interest in a frame and then the
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system can segment that object in the subsequent frames automatically. Unsupervised
segmentation is essential to discover the physical meaningful object for autonomous
systems deployed in an unknown environment without any human intervention. Se-
mantic segmentation in 3D space is the key for intelligent systems interpreting the
surrounding environment and interacting with the environment. In accordance with
these motivations, the objectives and contributions of this thesis can be outlined in
Section 1.1.
1.1 Objectives and Contributions
In this thesis, four objectives are addressed below.
1. Segmentation Framework aims to model the segmentation problem using 2D
(e.g., colour) and 3D (e.g., depth) cue;
2. Automatic Interactive Segmentation is to extend the above segmentation frame-
work to video data with only user inputs at the first frame, meanwhile, the sig-
nificance between 2D and 3D cues is adaptive depending on their discriminative
capabilities;
3. Unsupervised Segmentation addresses the usage of 3D information to generate
an object of interest hypothesis for further segmentation;
4. Semantic Segmentation discusses fusing 3D information with 2D semantic seg-
mentation to create 3D semantic map for real scenes.
Through this PhD work, we develop an object segmentation scheme using 2D and
3D cues. Then we address three segmentation problems, i.e., interactive segmentation,
unsupervised segmentation and semantic segmentation. Finally, all the methods are
evaluated on real world datasets. The primary contributions can be summarized as
follows.
• A joint 2D and 3D cues segmentation framework.
• A method to propagate the selected seeds to the subsequent frames in a video
towards automatic segmentation.
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• A method to determine the discriminative capability of 2D and 3D cues for each
frame in a video.
• A method to propose the potential meaningful object hypothesis in an image.
• A method to extend the nonparametric semantic segmentation from 2D to 3D
space.
In addition, the novel theoretical contributions are validated with an extensive set
of indoor and outdoor experiments in real-world environments. Meanwhile, several
manually generated ground truth data for image segmentation are provided.
1.2 Thesis outline
This thesis can be divided into three parts: an introduction to the image segmentation
problem and a critical review on the state-of-the-art image segmentation methods, the
novel contributions of this thesis, and a summary of this thesis.
Chapter 2 addresses a critical review on work related to this work, which provides
context and motivation for the research presented in this thesis.
1.2.1 A 2D and 3D cues based framework for segmentation
Currently, most segmentation algorithms only rely on colour information between fore-
ground and background [1; 2], however, colour information is very sensitive to light
variations common in outdoor environments, such as the light from different angles
or different times of day [42]. Depth information is more robust than colour in this
circumstance. Fortunately, it can be attained from a number of methods, e.g., structure
from motion [43], stereo vision [44], and time-of-flight sensor measurement [45].
A segmentation framework fusing depth and colour information is proposed to
attain more robust and accurate segmentation results in this thesis. Fig. 1.3 shows
the segmentation scheme by using colour and depth. The proposed framework will
be addressed in Chapter 3 and 4. This work has also been published in Australasian
Conference on Robotics and Automation, 2010 and 2011.
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Figure 1.3: Object segmentation scheme. Given the colour data and corresponding depth map,
region and boundary information are firstly extracted to construct the probabilistic model, and
then the objects of interest are segmented by optimising the probabilistic model.
1.2.2 Automatic interactive segmentation using 3D information
The depth information is introduced as an additional cue in combination with colour
for accurate segmentation. Meanwhile, camera position is estimated for each frame
in a video. Manual intervention is minimised and is only required to determine pixel
seeds in the first frame which are then automatically propagated into the remaining
frames of the video. Additionally, an adaptive method is presented to adjust the relative
weight for colour and depth according to their discriminative properties in each frame
(presented in Chapter 5). This work has been published in IET Computer Vision.
1.2.3 Unsupervised segmentation using 3D information
Generally, a fully autonomous system needs to find an object of interest automatically.
An unsupervised segmentation method can find a potential object of interest automat-
ically, which is useful for this task.
In order to achieve this meaningful segmentation without a trained model or hu-
man intervention, two unsupervised segmentation methods have been proposed in this
thesis: SFMGrabCut (see Chapter 6) and SDCut (see Chapter 7), which exploits the
3D information to generate the object of interest hypothesis and then segment these
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objects from cluttered background.
More specifically, SFMGrabCut is an unsupervised graph cut based object segmen-
tation method using 3D information provided by Structure from Motion (SFM). By
exploring the 3D information from multiple views, the proposed method can segment
potential objects correctly and automatically compared to conventional unsupervised
segmentation using only 2D visual cues.
SDCut employs depth cues from multi-view stereo to enhance the hypothesis of
a potential object based on saliency scores. The resulting object and background hy-
potheses are then used to model foreground and background distributions for a graph-
cut based segmentation.
The SFMGrabCut work has been published in IEEE/ASME International Confer-
ence on Advanced Intelligent Mechatronics, 2013, and the SDCut work has been sub-
mitted to IEEE Signal Processing Letters.
Figure 1.4: Sample data of labelled ground truth. Left column: the sample image; Right
column: the corresponding ground truth segmentation.
1.2.4 3D semantic map for natural scenes
When an intelligent system is required to operate in an unknown environment, a full 3D
semantic map of the surrounding environment is critical for that system to successfully
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carry on high level tasks. Chapter 8 addresses a method to build a 3D semantic rep-
resentation of street scenes using nonparametric segmentation and 3D reconstruction.
Furthermore, some manually labelled ground truth semantic segmentation examples
are provided to assist similar research (see Fig.1.4). This work has been presented in
IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems, 2013.
In Chapter 9, summary of this thesis and future directions are addressed.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
From a computer vision perspective, many vision problems can be formulated as la-
belling problem [46]. In this thesis, segmentation will be formulated as a labelling
problem as well. Specifically, segmentation is equivalent to assigning appropriate la-
bels to the pixels in an image.
In this chapter, the studies most related to this thesis will be briefly addressed. We
will firstly review some basic segmentation frameworks from which this thesis devel-
ops and extends. Then, semi-supervised (interactive) segmentation and unsupervised
segmentation will be discussed. Lastly, 3D semantic segmentation is addressed.
2.1 Segmentation Frameworks
This section will cover the major segmentation frameworks, i.e., region based methods,
boundary based methods, and region and boundary based methods.
2.1.1 Region based methods
The aim of region based methods is to determine whether an area of pixels is more
likely to belong to the foreground or the background given a set of characteristics,
such as colour, texture or depth. Potential areas may be grown, shrunk, merged, split,
created or destroyed during the segmentation process. In particular, region growing
[47] and split-and-merge [48] are two typical region based segmentation methods.
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In general, region based methods always try to cluster the pixels with mutual at-
tributes. Consequently, these methods are prone to sacrificing resolution and losing
details in the image to obtain maximum region aggregation. Furthermore, this maxi-
mum region aggregation proneness could result in segmentation errors at the boundary
of the regions, and high failure rate to discriminate foreground and background when
their attributes are similar, e.g., camouflage where foreground and background colour
distributions overlap intensively. Additionally, reasonable initial conditions and stop
criteria are often difficult to choose because of lack of sufficient prior knowledge [49].
2.1.2 Boundary based methods
Compared to region based methods, boundary based methods try to attain the true
object boundary from an initialized contour by fusing edge information. Usually, a cost
function/energy function representing contours will be constructed according to some
image constraints, and then the object boundary would be obtained via optimizing
an objective function. Two classical models are Snakes Model [50] and Intelligent
Scissors [51].
Since the Snake Model is non-convex, one can not compute a global solution to
it. A good initialization is needed to avoid the algorithm getting stuck in local min-
ima. Furthermore, the model is sensitive to the parametrization of the curve. Different
parametrizations will result in different solutions. In practice, the image is often con-
volved with a kernel function, e.g., Gaussian kernel function, to get rid of disturbances
due to noise before computing the image gradient.
Level Set [52] is another way to represent contours but implicitly. It automati-
cally allows for topological changes of the contour, while the Snake Model does not.
Unfortunately, Level Set still suffers local minimal trap.
In order to enhance the ability of Snake Models, Geodesic Active Contours (GAC)
in 2D and minimal surface in 3D were introduced in [53]. GAC model is based on the
relation between Snake Model and the computed geodesics or the curves with minimal
distance. The significant improvement of the GAC model is more stable in terms of
parametrization of curve variation compared with Snake model.
Intelligent Scissors was proposed to allow rapid object extraction from arbitrar-
ily complex background. The main idea for this method is to model the image as a
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weighted graph. In this constructed graph, pixels represent nodes with directed and
weighted edges connecting each pixel with its 8 adjacent neighbours. However, this
method involves too many parameters to be tuned. In addition, boundary-based meth-
ods may result in spurious and broken boundary detections if the image is noisy or if
the contrast between the adjacent regions is too small.
2.1.3 Region and boundary based methods
In real world scenarios with complex scene variation, however, satisfactory segmen-
tation results using only region-based or boundary-based approaches are difficult to
obtain. Combining the advantages of region-based and boundary-based methods al-
leviate the problems arising from using either one alone. However, conflicting and
incommensurate objectives of the two methods when they are fused to yield comple-
mentary information must be taken into account.
In the literature, one typical method is to construct an energy function depending on
both region and boundary properties of an image. Specifically, an unary term (region)
is modelled to describe how much cost to label the pixel to foreground or background.
Meanwhile, a pairwise term (boundary) is constructed to assign different labels to
neighbouring pixels with a cost depending on the image edges, so that there is a smaller
cost for assigning the same labels to neighbouring pixels if they are very similar and a
large cost if they are not. Then, a segmentation solution can be obtained by minimizing
an energy function using max-flow/min-cut algorithm [10]. This thesis also employs an
energy function combining region and boundary properties to solve the segmentation
problem.
Many research has been done based on this framework. The basic difference be-
tween those research is the way to construct the cost terms in the cost function as well
as the optimization approaches.
In [8], the region based term is constructed based on a gray scale intensity his-
togram distribution, and boundary based term is constructed by discontinuities between
neighbouring pixels. If the intensity of the background and the foreground are similar
or the contrast along the boundary between foreground and background is quite small,
this method could fail.
In [1; 2], colour distribution is used to model the terms in the cost function. In
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particular, Lazysnapping [1] employes an over-segmentation method (Watershed algo-
rithm [54]) for efficiency, and then uses K-means to model foreground and background
region terms and colour gradients to model the boundary-based term. Whereas Grab-
cut [2] uses Gaussian Mixed Model (GMM) to model the foreground and background
regions and Euclidean distance in colour space to model the boundary-based term. The
model used to construct these terms is more sophisticated than that in [8]. Both mod-
els minimise the cost function based on graphcut algorithm. However, if the colours
of the foreground and background are overlapping, or the contrast of colour along the
boundary is very low, this approach could result in poor segmentation results.
Recently, some methods introduce more cues into the basic framework. ObjCut
[55] adds a shape prior term into the cost function. TofCut [5] introduces a depth cue
into the cost function. This thesis also proposed a new energy term using 2D and 3D
information for segmentation.
2.2 Semi-supervised Segmentation
Since the segmentation problem in the real world is highly ambiguous, computer algo-
rithms cannot tell which region should be labelled as foreground or background. Usu-
ally, the human users tell an algorithm what the foreground or background look like,
and then the algorithm proceeds with the segmentation automatically. We refer this
type of segmentation to as semi-supervised segmentation or interactive segmentation.
This semi-supervised segmentation method has been deployed in many applications,
like object manipulation [14; 15].
Most semi-supervised segmentation methods currently rely on 2D discriminative
appearance between foreground and background, such as colour, motion or shape
[23; 27; 56; 57]. However, 2D cues used in these studies are not completely robust
to illumination changes, cluttered and dynamic scenes, or changing viewpoints. For
example, using colour as cues may not be robust to illumination variation or colour
similarity between the foreground and background. Even though the work done by Yu
et al. uses spatial-colour information to improve the robustness of segmentation [58],
it is assumed that the colours of the foreground and background change rarely. Fur-
thermore, as addressed in their work, the technique is vulnerable to error propagation.
More recently, multi-view stereo (MVS) methods [59] enable 3D information to
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be recovered, providing depth as an additional cue. As depth information is somewhat
invariant to illumination, texture variation, and perspective change, segmentation can
be further refined if depth is combined with 2D cues such as colour [60; 61]. However,
such approaches have only been tested on still images and consider depth and colour
information to be equally important cues in segmentation which is commonly violated
in real scenarios. Instead, the proposed method in this thesis can process image se-
quences and adaptively adjust the significance of depth and colour.
Segmentation using colour and depth cues has been previously considered but with
some constraints such as stationary cameras or restricting the work to indoor environ-
ments [5; 62; 63; 64; 65]. Wang et al. [5] propagated segmentation results for the
current frame to the next, and thus initialised a new foreground/background model for
each frame. However, an incorrect segmentation would cause all following results to
degrade. Instead, our work only propagates a few pixels from an initial set of seeds
to perform segmentation. We learn a new foreground and background model for each
frame based on these reprojected pixel seeds via the computed camera positions. Thus,
correct segmentation still can be obtained even if previous frames have been incorrectly
segmented.
Bjo¨rkman et al. presented an active segmentation method for indoor environments
[64]. An assumption in this method was that the background was static, which is not
the case for cameras moving in outdoor environments. Additionally, the camera had
to be carefully controlled to ensure that the object of interest remained in the center
of the field of view. However, the method proposed in this thesis can deal with dy-
namic background using depth and saliency information. Mishra et al. proposed a
depth boundary based active segmentation technique which generated a boundary to
separate foreground and background in polar space [65; 66]. This method cannot be
extended to objects with visible openings, such as a torus, as the background observed
through the opening will be considered as foreground. Whereas both of these methods
computed depth from stereo or time-of-flight cameras, our work simplifies the hard-
ware requirements to a single camera.
Zhang et al. [18; 43] and Xiao et al. [19] have proposed outdoor segmentation
using colour and depth cues with moving cameras on ground platforms, but either need
substantial training datasets or significant differences in depth between the foreground
and background.
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Joint segmentation and depth recovery methods have also been presented to iter-
atively improve segmentation and depth estimates simultaneously [67; 68], but still
require known training datasets or use additional cues such as motion. In contrast, we
focus on robust segmentation from a moving camera using only colour and depth cues
with minimal intervention or training data.
2.3 Unsupervised Segmentation
Compared to the above semi-supervised segmentation, the goal of unsupervised seg-
mentation is to segment an image into homogeneous regions completely automatically
without any previously trained models or user intervention. Before we address unsu-
pervised segmentation, we briefly describe the supervised segmentation for clarity.
Supervised segmentation is a field of research analogous to classification. In order
to segment the object and background, large and representative amounts of training
data are required to achieve a discriminative model. Some works employ 2D cues,
such as texture, colour, and shape, to train classifiers to discriminate pixels between
object and background [23; 27; 57]. Recently, due to the popularity of 3D information
in the robotics and computer vision community, some researchers combine 3D cues
with 2D appearances for image segmentation [19; 69]. Likewise, sufficient training
data are required to achieve good segmentation. In this thesis (see Chapter 6 and 7),
our alternative aims are to investigate useful segmentation results without training data,
i.e., unsupervised segmentation.
Unsupervised segmentation only interprets the image as several regions with co-
herent attributes, e.g., strong contrast on the edge and uniform colour on the surface.
In general, common unsupervised segmentation methods include thresholding, mean
shift, and graph based methods [7; 70], which rely on low level features such as inten-
sity, edge or texture.
The thresholding method is considered as the simplest image segmentation method
which aims to find a threshold value (or values when multiple-levels are selected) to
turn a grayscale image into a binary image (or image with multiple regions). Key to the
successful operation of this method is selection of a proper threshold value (or values
for multiple labels) to obtain meaningful segmentation. An improper threshold value
could cause inconsistent or noisy segmentation (see Fig. 2.1(b)). In order to improve
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the thresholding based segmentation, lots of extended thresholding methods have been
proposed. Otsu presented a clustering based thresholding to minimize the combined
intra-class variance for the foreground and background regions [71]. Roseufeild et al.
proposed a histogram shape based thresholding approach by analysing the concavity of
the image histogram [72]. Kapur et al. exploited the entropy of the distribution of the
gray levels in a scene for segmentation [73]. For more details on thresholding method,
readers are encouraged to refer to [74].
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.1: Unsupervised segmentation illustration. (a) a sample image; (b) using thresholding
method (θ = 127); (c) using mean shift algorithm [6]; (d) using graph based segmentation [7].
The mean shift analysis is a non-parametric feature-space analysis technique for
locating the maxima of a density function given discrete data sampled from that func-
tion [75]. In image segmentation, a density function can be modelled as intensity
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histogram or colour distribution function, and the maxima of this density function cor-
respond the mean of each segment in a feature space. For natural images, the mean
shift algorithm typically yields a large number of regions, i.e., over-segmentation of
images. Fig. 2.1(c) shows a segmentation result using mean shift algorithm [6]. In
practise, the mean shift algorithm is often applied to generate super pixel regions for
other advanced applications [41].
Graph based segmentation is based on selecting the edges from a graph and adap-
tively adjusts the segmentation criterion based on the degree of variability in neigh-
bouring regions of the image, which can be shown to obey certain non-obvious global
properties while making greedy decisions [7; 70]. As pointed in [7], the aim of this
unsupervised segmentation is to obtain perceptually important groupings or regions,
which often reflect global aspects of the image. Also, Jianbo et al. pointed out that
this unsupervised segmentation is not aiming to segment a complete meaningful object
[70] (see Fig. 2.1(d)). Thus inherent characteristics of the unsupervised segmentation
would be restricted to to some applications, like obstacle avoidance, manipulation, or
human interpretation. We might need the potential meaningful object to be segmented
instead of just several regions.
Generally the physical object often occupies a certain region in the field of view
(FOV) rather than the whole FOV, while the background covers a larger region of the
FOV [76]. In other words, physical objects often preserve a consistent depth map
compared to the background, which is considered as an assumption for this thesis. In
this thesis, we propose an algorithm (SFMGrabCut described in Chapter 6) relying on
this strong prior to automatically segment a physical object in an unsupervised fashion.
Furthermore, saliency detection methods inspired by biological visual systems can
generate an object of interest hypothesis using the measurements of local feature con-
trast within an image. Maki et al. describe the incorporation of depth with low level
cues for potential target inference [77], however, they employ a stereo system for in-
door environments. Instead, we apply a monocular system suited to outdoor envi-
ronments. Additionally, they directly use a thresholding scheme to separate targets
while we use Markov Random Field (MRF), which is an undirected graphic model
representing the probabilistic relations between variables, to segment targets. Unlike
employing saliency detection to improve depth [78] or refining saliency detection using
depth [79], we decouple saliency and depth estimation and compute them individually.
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For the application addressed in this thesis, saliency could generate an incorrect ob-
ject hypothesis (e.g., background might be detected as a potential object via saliency),
whereas the corresponding depth map can disambiguate the incorrect detection.
The ideas presented in [80; 81; 82] are most relevant to our work. In [81], an ob-
ject is segmented using region growth from a defined fixation point. In our dataset,
if the fixation point lies inside an object with two distinct colours which introduces a
strong boundary between these two colour regions, it might result in part of the object
to be segmented. For example, as shown in Fig. 2.1(a), a person wears a shirt and
a pant with different colour, which introduces a strong boundary between the upper
and lower body. Thus only the region with the fixation point such as the upper body
would be segmented. Instead our work uses saliency and depth to generate an object
hypothesis and then employs a Markov Random Field based segmentation formulation
with joint depth and colour. Additionally, we explicitly model the segmentation prob-
lem by introducing colour and depth energy terms whereas most of other methods still
focus on the colour energy term. Furthermore, these methods are only demonstrated
in indoor scenarios where the scene is controllable, while we show an unsupervised
segmentation in outdoor environments (SDCut described in Chapter 7).
2.4 Semantic Segmentation
In contrast to interactive segmentation and unsupervised segmentation, the supervised
segmentation aims to label each pixel in an image using the predefined class labels.
Supervised segmentation is also referred to as semantic segmentation or top-down seg-
mentation, i.e., object classes are labelled or defined by users in the training dataset,
and then the object category of region in an unseen image is classified based on the
similarity of feature attributes (starting from simple colour model to sophisticated fea-
ture representation) to that in the training database.
In recent years, semantic segmentation is a consistently active research area [18;
23; 83; 84; 85]. These approaches employ offline training on a variety of feature repre-
sentations like appearance, colour, shape or depth to model each class in the scene and
then fuse them with spatial smoothness priors using Markov Random Fields (MRFs)
or Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) to infer the label for each pixel or superpixel
(i.e., pixel sets with homogeneous attributes).
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Micusik et al. employed the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [86] to describe
the appearance and geometric likelihoods for semantic parsing. In [87; 88], Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) [89] have been employed to segment objects in images using
cascaded features. Alternatively, many variants of SVMs have been proposed to solve
object segmentation and classification problems [90]. Recently, [23; 85; 91] proposed
the boosting method [92] for semantic segmentation and also incorporated some kind
of spatial smoothness prior using a MRF or CRF framework.
Furthermore, decision tree based random forest methods [18; 84] are also widely
used in semantic segmentation. The key idea is to generate multiple decision trees
where the initial set of features is chosen at random from a large pool of features.
Multiple trees are constructed for different random samples from the feature pool. By
combining the decisions from each individual tree, the final decision is more robust
and does not overfit [93].
In contrast to the above semantic segmentation based on trained classifiers, there
also exists a large amount of work focusing on nonparametric, data-driven modelling
for scene inference which does not require offline training procedures [94; 95]. These
nonparametric methods need a pre-built database that contains raw data and labelled
data, and then parse input images using a recognition-by-matching method. Specifi-
cally, the visual objects in an input image are matched with the images in a database us-
ing appearance similarity (e.g., SIFT flow [96]). As the matched images in the database
are annotated, the labels of the images in the database can be transferred to the input
image if the match is semantically meaningful (i.e., building corresponds to building,
tree corresponds to tree).
Given the achievements from these semantic segmentation methods, multiple ap-
proaches have investigated using the semantic meanings to improve the understanding
of the environments. In this thesis, we are also interested in employing semantic seg-
mentation towards scene understanding.
In [97], the environment was interpreted as sparse points associated with semantic
labels. Bastian et al. employ a bounding box to parse the scene [98]. None of these
methods take into account the dense information in the scene which is significant for
recovering object boundaries and discovering thin objects. Sengupta et al. propose a
dense semantic representation of the scene, however they assume the scene is a planar
surface and then represent the scene as a 2D semantic map [99]. This representation
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is not suitable for generalised 3D applications. In [100], dense scenes are also parsed
with a focus on river scenes and two semantic labels (i.e., river and non-river), while
we focus on street scenes with multi-class semantic labels. These approaches require
trained models to interpret the scene while we emphasise the data-driven scheme with-
out pre-trained models for scene understanding.
The most related studies to our work are [13; 41]. In [41], nonparametric models
are applied to image and video parsing. However, they do not extend their method
to the 3D space which is key for most robotic applications. Recently, Sengupta et al.
[13] proposed a 3D semantic model of street scenes. However, they employ parametric
models for 2D image semantic segmentation which requires a large amount of training
time especially for a large training dataset. Additionally, they apply high-order CRFs
for semantic label inference, while we apply a simple two-order MRFs with a multi-
feature based unary potential term for semantic inference in this thesis.
2.5 Summary
This chapter has presented several segmentation frameworks in terms of region or/and
boundary attributes, and expands the segmentation problem into three categories, i.e.,
semi-supervised, unsupervised and semantic segmentation.
In conclusion, the current reviewed segmentation frameworks are based on 2D in-
formation (namely colour cue) in images, while 3D geometric constraints are quite
helpful especially when the discriminative capability of 2D cue degrades, combining
2D and 3D cues could thus provide a more robust segmentation solution than using 2D
cues only. In this thesis, a novel segmentation framework based on 2D and 3D cues is
presented.
The following chapters make extensive reference to the above reviewed three seg-
mentation problems, namely semi-supervised, unsupervised and semantic segmenta-
tion. Specifically, fewer user inputs and adaptive weight adjustment between 2D and
3D cues are proposed for semi-supervised segmentation, which is crucial for the inter-
action between human and mobile robots. In this thesis, providing meaningful object
segmentation under completely unsupervised conditions is also presented, which is
essential for fully autonomous systems. Finally, current state-of-the-art semantic seg-
mentation, which is helpful for intelligent systems, has been extended from 2D to 3D
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space in a non-parametric manner in this work.
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Chapter 3
Single Image Binary Segmentation
using Colour and Depth
This chapter introduces a novel interactive segmentation framework which combines
colour and depth cues. Meanwhile, we compare the segmentation with two state-of-
the-art interactive segmentation algorithms, i.e., Lazysnapping [1] and Grabcut [2].
Results show that interactive segmentation based on colour and depth cues enhances
the performance of segmentation with a lower error with respect to ground truth.
This work was presented at the 2010 Australasian Conference on Robotics and
Automation in Brisbane, Australia. Note that this Chapter is the introductory chapter
that is only demonstrated in few examples with simple colour and depth fusion scheme.
The comprehensive chapter is Chapter 5 and solid experiments are conducted there.
3.1 Introduction
Object recognition is an integral component for building robots capable of interacting
in human environments. However, real-time object recognition in real scenes remains
one of the most challenging problems in computer vision. Many issues must be over-
come such as tracking, robustly identifying objects in complex cluttered backgrounds,
viewpoint changes, etc [101; 102; 103]. Furthermore, computational complexity must
be reduced to a minimum for mobile robotic applications as object information can
rapidly become obsolete in a dynamic world. This chapter moves towards robust ob-
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ject recognition using reliable object segmentation based on graph cut optimisation
which combines both colour and depth cues. Here, we only consider interactive seg-
mentation requiring input from a human operator. However, we propose that depth
combined with colour cues can provide rich information enabling reliable automatic
segmentation and eventual object recognition for mobile robotics.
This chapter is motivated by the Lazysnapping [1] and Grabcut [2] algorithms
which are based on graphcut optimization [8]. Both algorithms require user input for
initialisation. For Lazysnapping [1], users need to draw strokes on the original colour
image indicating foreground and background (Fig. 3.4(a)). Pixels in the strokes are
collected to model energy terms in an energy function framework. The graphcut al-
gorithm is then employed to minimize the energy function resulting in the segmented
foreground pixels stored as a label vector L.
Grabcut [2] initialisation requires users to draw a rectangle around the objects of
interest. The pixels internal and external to the rectangular boundary are used to model
the energy terms. The graphcut algorithm is run iteratively until the resulting label
vector L remains constant. The common attribute for both algorithms is the use of
colour as the only cue to model the energy terms. Thus both algorithms are prone to
failure when foreground and background colours are similar.
In this chapter, we use both colour and depth cues to model the energy terms,
while using graphcuts to minimize the new energy function. Depth cues are acquired
using 3D reconstruction from structure from motion, an increasingly common vision
technology in mobile robotics.
If there are considerable depth differences between foreground and background
even though they have similar colour, segmentation should be improved. Our experi-
mental results show that segmentation based on both colour and depth cues outperform
those relying purely on colour based on an error evaluation with respect to ground truth.
3.2 Segmentation Model
Currently, graphcut based interactive segmentation uses region (colour or intensity
similarity) [104; 105; 106] and/or boundary (colour or intensity contrast) [51; 107;
108] information to construct an objective function, often referred to as an energy
function. Hard constraints are then introduced by a user, e.g., by selecting foreground
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and background pixels. Soft constraints refer to the inherent properties, e.g., elsewhere
smoothness or piecewise smoothness over image.
For completeness we briefly summarize the graphcut optimization algorithm as
follows. The original image is represented as the corresponding graph G =< V,E >
which is defined as a set of nodes (V) and a set of unordered edges (E) that connect
these nodes. The nodes relate to the pixels in the original image, while the edges relate
to the relationship between the adjacent pixels.
Let L = (L1, · · · ,Li, · · · ,L|V|) be the binary vector whose elements Li specify as-
signments to pixels i in V. Each Li can be either background (Li = 0) or foreground
(Li = 1). Here the optimized vector L defines the final segmentation. The energy
function for segmentation can be modelled as :
E(L) = ∑
i∈V
Edata(Li)+λ ∑
(i, j)∈E
Esmoothness(Li,L j) (3.1)
where Edata(Li) is the region-based energy, encoding the cost when the label of the
node (pixel) i is Li, and Esmoothness(Li,L j) is the boundary-based energy, representing
the cost when the label of adjacent nodes (pixels) i and j are Li and L j respectively,and
λ indicates the relative importance of the region-based energy versus the boundary-
based energy.
Based on the energy function defined in Eq. 3.1, a graph G=<V,E>with vertices
V corresponding to the image pixels and edges E expressing the relationship between
adjacent pixels are constructed. In addition, a source S and sink T node is inserted
into the graph to represent the foreground and background unary potentials. The links
between the nodes, S and T are called t-links, while pixels are interconnected accord-
ing to a specific neighboring configuration such as 4-connectivity or 8-connectivity
(referred to as n-links). The t-links are assigned based on the foreground/background
model learnt from seeds pixels provided by users. The weights for the n-links between
unseeded pixels p and q are assigned as smoothness potentials. With respect to the en-
ergy of seeded pixels, if a pixel marked as background, the weight of the t-link to the
background terminal T is set to 0 and the weight of the t-link to the foreground terminal
S is set to a value exceeding the sum of all n-links of the given pixel. Pixels marked as
foreground are treated vice versa. In this completely defined graph, the segmentation
is performed by searching for the minimum-cost cut between the two terminal nodes S
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(a) Image with seeds
F 
B 
p q
Source Node 
Sink Node 
(b) Graph
F 
B 
      cut 
(c) Cut (d) Segmentation results
Figure 3.1: A simple 2D segmentation example for a 3x3 image [8]. The cost of each edge is
reflected by the edge’s thickness. (a) is a synthetic image with bold F and B denoting the pixel
seeds for foreground and background; (b) is the corresponding graph structure with n-links
between normal nodes and t-links between terminal nodes and normal nodes; (c) shows the cut
after max-flow/min-cut algorithm; (d) is the final segmentation results for the image.
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and T (see Fig. 3.1).
Note that when we make a negative logarithm to both sides of the basic Bayes’ rule
(Eq. 3.2), we can get Eq. 3.3 as follows:
P(L|D) ∝ P(D|L)P(L) (3.2)
−ln(P(L|D)) ∝ −ln(P(D|L))+(−ln(P(L))) (3.3)
where L denotes the label for all pixels, D encodes the observed data, i.e., the pixels
with pre-defined labels, and P(L|D) is a conditional probability.
Comparing Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.3, the term Edata(Li) in the energy function can
be seen as the likelihood probability, while the term Esmoothness(Li,L j) can be seen
as the prior probability. So we also refer Edata(Li) and Esmoothness(Li,L j) as the like-
lihood energy and prior energy respectively. The term Edata(Li) corresponds to the
likelihood cost between foreground and background in terms of the pixel label, while
Esmoothness(Li,L j) preserves the discontinuity property in the image.
Usually, data energy term Edata can be modelled using the colour distribution of
selected pixel seeds. Other than data energy term, we construct the smoothness term
as in Eq. 3.4. In general, if adjacent pixels have similar colour or intensity, they are
less likely to be on the object boundary. In other words, the pixels are prone to have
the same labels if their colours/intensities are similar.
Esmoothness(Li,L j) =
|Li−L j|
d(i, j)
exp(−
||Ii− I j||
2
2σ2
) (3.4)
where Ii denotes the RGB value of a pixel i, ||Ii− I j||
2 is the Euclidean norm of the
intensity difference, σ is the average intensity difference between neighbouring pixels
in the image, which can be estimated as pixel noise introduced by the camera [8], and
d(i, j) is the spatial distance between two pixels i and j. This smoothness term favors
the segmentation boundary where neighboring pixels have large difference in terms of
colour.
The model above also can be considered as a Markov Random Fields (MRFs)
model which contains two energy terms (one is for region energy modelling and the
other is for boundary energy modelling). Then the combinatorial optimization algo-
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Figure 3.2: Statue dataset. The colour image and the corresponding depth image. The bright
pixels indicate near to the camera, while the dark pixels indicate far from the camera.
Figure 3.3: Camel dataset. The colour image and the corresponding depth image. White pixel
indicates closet range, while black indictaes most distant range.
rithm max-flow/min-cut [10] is employed to minimize the energy function. The latent
variables of each node in a graph are grouped into different labels (e.g., source and
sink in binary graph theory) which corresponds to clustering the pixels in a image into
different classes (e.g., foreground and background in binary segmentation).
3.3 Depth and Colour Based Segmentation
In contrast to the above formulation, we use both colour and depth cues to construct
the energy function (Eq. 3.1), and can be formed as follows:
E(L) =
[
θ ∑
i∈V
Ecdata(Li)+(1−θ)∑
i∈V
Eddata(Li)
]
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: (a) Lazysnapping GUI. Red strokes select the foreground seed, and blue strokes
select the background seed. (b) GrabCut GUI. The rectangle is drawn by the user, while the
internal thin red line indicates the graph cut between foreground and background generated by
Grabcut.
+λ
[
θ ∑
(i, j)∈E
Ecsmoothness(Li,L j)+(1−θ) ∑
(i, j)∈E
Edsmoothness(Li,L j)
]
(3.5)
where θ denotes the relative importance among the colour and depth terms, the super-
script c,d of the energy term encodes the colour term and depth term, respectively, and
the other variables have the same meaning as in Eq. 3.1.
The method to construct the depth term is as in the Eq. 3.5, and the tuning param-
eters except θ are set to be the same value described in [1; 2].
3.3.1 Colour and Depth Data Energy Modelling
In the implementation of Lazysnapping, we select some pixels as foreground and others
as background using pen strokes (Fig. 3.4(a)). The corresponding pixels in the depth
image are also selected. This results in two sets; foreground set F and background set
B. All the known labelled pixels in F and B are used to construct the colour and depth
energy terms respectively.
With respect to the region-based energy term, we use the distance between each
unlabelled pixel and the centroid of the selected foreground and background pixels
precomputed using K-means [109]. Specifically, the K-means method is initialized to
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have 64 clusters in our experiments. Then, for each pixel i, we compute the minimum
distance from its colour to foreground (background) clusters asCFi (C
B
i ). Similarly, we
compute the minimum distance from its depth to foreground (background) clusters as
dFi (d
B
i ). Therefore, this region-based energy term (data term) for colour and depth are
defined in Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 3.7, respectively.


Ecdata(Li = F) = 0 E
c
data(Li =B) = ∞, i ∈ Fc
Ecdata(Li = F) = ∞ E
c
data(Li =B) = 0, i ∈ Bc
Ecdata(Li = F) =
CFi
CFi +C
B
i
Ecdata(Li =B) =
CBi
CFi +C
B
i
, i 6∈ Fc∪Bc
(3.6)


Eddata(Li = F) = 0 E
d
data(Li =B) = ∞, i ∈ Fd
Eddata(Li = F) = ∞ E
d
data(Li =B) = 0, i ∈ Bd
Eddata(Li = F) =
CFi
CFi +C
B
i
Eddata(Li =B) =
CBi
CFi +C
B
i
, i 6∈ Fd ∪Bd
(3.7)
While for the boundary-based energy term, we use the gradient or contrast between
two adjacent pixels along the object boundary as in Eq. 3.4. This is a penalty term
when adjacent nodes are assigned with different labels.
In the implementation of Grabcut, we use a rectangle to select the internal and
external pixels of the colour image denoting the uncertain set U (used to model the
foreground) and background setB respectively (Fig. 3.4(b)). The corresponding pixels
in the depth image are chosen as well. Here we construct a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMMs) based on the selected set to represent the region-based energy term, while the
boundary-based energy term is still constructed using the gradient or contrast between
two adjacent pixels.
Further details on user input and modelling are addressed in [1; 2].
3.3.2 Segmentation using Lazysnapping and GrabCut
Image resolution highly affects computational efficiency. To improve efficiency, the
image with high resolution will be grouped into less regions yet preserve the vital
information. We use the Watershed algorithm [54], which is a basin-like landform
defined by high points and ridge lines that descend into lower elevations and stream
valleys, to divide the entire image into several new patches which still locate bound-
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aries well and preserve small differences between each patch. This process is referred
to as pre-segmentation in [1].
Lazysnapping and Grabcut are two typical graphcut based using colour informa-
tion only algorithms. In particular, Lazysnapping runs the graphcut algorithm once
to acquire the final segmentation result, while Grabcut runs iteratively until the final
segmentation result remains constant.
3.4 Results
This section presents the results from an implementation of the Lazysnapping and
Grabcut algorithms using depth and colour cues on two datasets of a statue and a
toy camel. Modifications to freely available code provided by Gupta [110] were used
to produce the following results. Each dataset consists of colour images and corre-
sponding depth map images. The depth map for the colour images is obtained from
SFM. To a pair of colour images, the 3D position of a dense set of visual features was
estimated using SFM [111; 112].
The tuning parameter θ in Eq. 3.5 is varied from 0 to 1. If θ = 0, segmentation
depends only on depth information, while θ = 1, forces a dependence on colour in-
formation only - identical to the original Lazysnapping and Grabcut algorithms. Both
colour and depth cues contribute to the segmentation when θ ∈ (0,1). As this chap-
ter is an introductory chapter, only few examples with simple colour and depth fusion
scheme were demonstrated here. At this moment, the value of θ is manually set from
0 to 1 with step as 0.1. The comprehensive chapter is Chapter 5 and solid experiments
are conducted there to show how adaptively determine the value of θ .
The images used in this chapter are shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3. In Fig. 3.2,
there is a high contrast in depth information, while the colour contrast is low for some
adjacent objects, thus the depth cue can complement the drawback of colour cue only.
While in Fig. 3.3, the dataset has similar depth information, i.e., the objects lie in an
approximate plane, so the colour information should be more useful in this scenario.
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(a) Weight θ = 0
(b) Weight θ = 0.9
(c) Weight θ = 1
Figure 3.5: Lazysnapping results with varying weights between the colour and depth term.
Note that as θ increases which means the weight of colour cue increases, the segmentation
performance gets better due to the depth ambiguity.
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(a) Weight θ = 0
(b) Weight θ = 0.55
(c) Weight θ = 1
Figure 3.6: GrabCut results with varying weights between the colour and depth term. Note that
as θ increases which means the weight of colour cue increases, the segmentation performance
gets worse due to the colour ambiguity.
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Figure 3.7: The energy E for the segmentation converges over 13 iterations.
.
3.4.1 Segmentation based on Colour and Depth
In this Chapter, the segmentation results using Lazysnapping and Grabcut are similar.
For simplicity, we only showed one image for each algorithm.
Here the pixels intersecting with the red stroke are foreground set F, and the ones
intersecting with the blue stroke are background set B. Fig. 3.4(a) illustrates the GUI
for Lazysnapping. The final segmentation result is shown in Fig. 3.5. With Grabcut,
we use a red rectangle to divide the pixels into background set B (external to the rect-
angle) and the uncertain set U (internal to the rectangle). The Grabcut GUI is shown
in Fig. 3.4(b). Fig. 3.6 illustrates the final segmentation result with different weights
for the colour term. Note that Grabcut algorithm is an iterative energy minimization.
The energy should decrease with the number of iterations, which is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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(a) Ground truth for camel segmentation (b) Ground truth for statue segmentation
Figure 3.8: Ground truth segmentation.
3.4.2 Evaluation
To evaluate the segmentation performance, we manually segmented both images to
form a ground truth (Fig. 3.8).
Results were then compared using two methods of evaluation; 1) the L2 distance
between the segmentation result from the proposed method and groundtruth segmen-
tation, referred to as ε1 in Eq. 3.8, 2) the number of pixels mislabelled as compared to
the groundtruth as a ratio with the total pixels in the original image, denoted by ε2 in
Eq. 3.9.
ε1= ‖P−PG‖
2
(3.8)
ε2=
Nerror
Ntotal
(3.9)
where P is the label of pixels derived by the proposed method, while PG is the label
of pixels in the ground truth. In Eq. 3.9, Nerror is the number of misclassified pixels
comparing to the ground truth and Ntotal is the number of total pixels in original image.
3.4.3 Result Discussion
In Fig. 3.7, the energy converges after approximately 13 iterations. Particularly, it
decreases dramatically at the beginning couple of iterations. It indicates Grabcut algo-
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rithm still converges quickly even after introducing the depth cue.
Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 indicate the best results are obtained when the weight θ
is set to 0.55 for the statue dataset using Grabcut algorithm. For the camel dataset
using Lazysnapping algorithm, the minimum error reaches when the weight θ is at 0.1
meaning colour information is more important than depth information in this case.
The quantitative evaluations show that jointly using colour and depth cues in gen-
eral, achieves better accuracy than using colour alone. Furthermore, the performance
of segmentation can be refined by determining the weight θ based on the discrimina-
tive capabilities of the colour and depth cues. By further investigating Fig. 3.9 and
Fig. 3.10 we can find that the colour information is quite ambiguous for the statue
segmentation. The depth information seems to be a reliable cue and demonstrates
good performance, especially when the weight for depth term reaches 0.55. But the
accuracy of segmentation on statue slightly decreases as the weight for depth term con-
tinuously increases. For this case, the discriminative capability of depth cue achieves
a maximum at 0.55, and the increased importance of the depth information causes the
background objects to be mislabelled as foreground. However, depth information is
more ambiguous for the camel dataset as all the small objects lie on the table, and
the depth distributions of the toy camel and the books are quite similar. In this case,
increasing the weight of colour cue refines the segmentation results.
3.5 Summary
We have introduced the depth cue into the basic energy function framework for interac-
tive segmentation in a static image. As mentioned before, better segmentation results
will be obtained based on colour and depth cues rather than using only one. With an
appropriate weight θ , the proposed method outperforms Lazysnapping and Grabcut
methods based only on colour cue.
In the next chapter, we will investigate the influence of using the multiple neigh-
bouring depth maps for the segmentation of reference view rather than using one single
depth map.
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Figure 3.9: Segmentation error versus varying weights θ between colour and depth. (a,b)
shows error for the statue segmentation. As can be seen error decreases with the weight of
depth term increasing to some extent for the statue dataset, however, error increases for the
camel dataset.
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(a) ε1 for the camel dataset
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Figure 3.10: Segmentation error versus varying weights θ between colour and depth. (a,b)
indicates error for the camel segmentation. As can be seen error decreases with the weight of
depth term increasing to some extent for the statue dataset, however, error increases for the
camel dataset.
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Chapter 4
Single Image Binary Segmentation
using Colour and Multiple Depth
This chapter proposes a visual method for incorporating colour and depth information
from sequential multi-view stereo images to segment objects of interest from complex
and cluttered environments. Rather than segmenting objects using information from
a single frame in the sequence, such as in the previous chapter, we incorporate in-
formation from neighbouring views to increase the reliability of the information and
improve the overall segmentation result. Specifically, dense depth information of a
scene is computed using multiple view stereo. Depths from neighbouring views are re-
projected into the reference frame to be segmented compensating for imperfect depth
computations for individual frames. The multiple depth layers are then combined with
colour information from the reference frame to create a Markov random field to model
the segmentation problem. Finally, graphcut optimisation is employed to infer pix-
els belonging to the object to be segmented. The segmentation accuracy is evaluated
over images from an outdoor video sequence demonstrating the viability for automatic
object segmentation for mobile robots using monocular cameras as a primary sensor.
The primary contribution in this chapter is that we present a novel segmentation
framework which can incorporate information from multi-view to improve the seg-
mentation performance in a reference view. This work was presented at the 2011 Aus-
tralasian Conference on Robotics and Automation in Melbourne, Australia, and was a
finalist for the Best Student Paper award.
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4.1 Introduction
Segmenting objects of interest in an image is of great significance in many robotic
applications and has been a long sought after goal. The computer vision community
have demonstrated excellent results from individual images using either manual ini-
tialisation from human input [1; 2; 8] or pre-learnt models [23; 27; 57]. A number
of recent results have demonstrated very complex dynamic objects such as dancers
to be segmented with unprecedented accuracy [113]. These methods deployed view-
dependent information from calibrated cameras to improve the segmentation results in
multiple views. In all these cases, camera positions have been either pre-calibrated or
can be easily computed. However, robotics applications require online camera pose
estimation which we exploit in this chapter.
Traditional segmentation commonly relies on discriminative appearance between
foreground and background, using cues such as colour, motion and shape [23; 27; 56;
57]. However, these cues are not robust to variations in global illumination, in clut-
tered and dynamic environments. It could therefore be argued that additional cues
would aid in segmentation reliability and robustness. Recently depth information such
as 3D point clouds from multiple view stereo or RGBD cameras has been made more
accessible to the robotics and computer vision community. Depth provides an addi-
tional cue which is somewhat independent of colour, motion, and perspective change,
and allows further improvements on the quality of segmentation that can be achieved
[5; 18; 60].
In this chapter, we focus on object segmentation of a single image from a video
sequence using colour and depth information from not only the single image but also
using information from neighbouring views within the video sequence. We combine
the initial depth and colour, as well as reprojected depths from surrounding views into
a unified Markov Random Field (MRF) and infer the likelihood of particular pixels be-
longing to the object of interest using the Graph Cuts method [8]. The graph structure
enables the costs from the reprojected depths to be easily incorporated into the in-
ference problem and we show the improvements in segmentation with this additional
information.
The rest of chapter is organized as follows. The overview of this method is ad-
dressed in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 described how the camera pose and depth are esti-
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mated. Segmentation model is illustrated in Section 4.4. Some results and conclusions
are given in Section 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
Figure 4.1: Overview of the proposed framework. Multiple depth maps from the neighbouring
views are reprojected on reference view to achieve more accurate segmentation results.
4.2 Method Overview
Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the proposed method in this chapter. It starts from es-
timating camera poses from multiple views using structure from motion. Initial dense
depth maps for every frame are then estimated [114]. Foreground and background
seeds in a reference frame from which an object is to be segmented are then manu-
ally marked [1]. Note that we model foreground and background from the colour and
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depth seeds. Depth maps from neighbouring views are then reprojected into the ref-
erence frame from which a graph is constructed. Refinement of the foreground and
background is then performed using Graph Cuts using colour, depth, and reprojected
depth information.
4.3 Camera Pose and Depth Estimation
Estimation of camera poses and dense depth maps from a video sequence has long been
an active research topic in computer vision. As the primary focus of this work is to
investigate robust segmentation, we only briefly outline multi camera pose estimation
and computation of the dense depth map for each view of the video sequence.
4.3.1 Structure from Motion
SFM is a method for simultaneous recovery of 3D structures and camera poses using
corresponding interesting points (features) in multiple views. Given sufficient cor-
responding points in two or more calibrated views, it will be possible in general to
compute a fundamental matrix between every two views, which can be decomposed to
give the camera’s motion (for a monocular scenario, there is no scale information for
translation). Then 3D point coordinates can be computed by triangulation. Sequential
and factorisation methods can be used for reconstruction. Sequential methods focus
on successive views one at a time, while factorisation will use all image measurements
simultaneously. Generally, bundle adjustment will be employed to minimize the re-
projection error to refine 3D scene points and camera motion across multiple views
in which the corresponding 3D scene points are visible [115]. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the
basic SFM configuration. Under perspective projection, a 3D point X j projects onto
an image point uˆi in view i according to Eq. 4.1,
diuˆi = PiX j =Ki[Ri,Ti]X j (4.1)
where di is a non-zero scale factor, commonly denoted as the projective depth; the
image point uˆi and space point X j are expressed in homogeneous form; Pi is the pro-
jection matrix of the i-th view; Ri and Ti are the corresponding rotation matrix and
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translation vector of the camera with respect to the world system; Ki is the camera
calibration matrix of the form,
Ki =


fx s cx
0 fy cy
0 0 1

 (4.2)
where fx and fy are focal length along x- and y-axis ( fx = fy for modern cameras);
(cx,cy) is the principal point in image coordinate. Usually, the skew parameter s is 0
for modern cameras. Note that Ki is assumed to be constant for video without zoom-
ing, while the Ki varies on images taken by different cameras. This intrinsic matrix
can be determined using camera calibration [116] or estimated online using Bundle
Adjustment.
Due to the image noise or inaccurate camera calibration, the reprojection of 3D
point on image plane is not always the same as the measured point (e.g., ui and uˆi in
Fig. 4.2). The residual between the reprojected point and measured point is referred to
as reprojection error with the following form,
R=
n
∑
i=1
m
∑
j=1
||ui− uˆi||
2 =
n
∑
i=1
m
∑
j=1
||ui−PiX j||
2 (4.3)
By minimizing the Eq. 4.3, we can get optimal camera poses P∗ and 3D structures
X∗. Note that the objective function in Eq. 4.4 can optimize the camera calibration ma-
trix K to achieve online calibration. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [117] is widely
used to solve the following objective function.
P∗,X∗ := argmin
P,X
R(P,X) (4.4)
4.3.2 Depth Estimation
In 3D computer graphics a depth map is an image or image channel that contains
information relating to the distance of the surfaces of scene objects from a viewpoint.
Stereo vision is the classic method to estimate the relative distance between objects
and viewer, similar to human depth perception with human eyes. The process uses two
parallel cameras aligned at a known distance of separation. Each camera captures an
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Surrounding views where the same scene points appear can be registered in a reference view using homography 
matrix which can be extracted from corresponding camera matrix P 
Measured points  
Estimated points from camera matrix P  
Real light ray  
Figure 4.2: The illustration of structure from motion. Ci is the center of camera in view i. ui is
the measured projection of 3D point X j in pixel coordinates, while uˆi is estimated projection.
Reprojection error can be calculated by comparing ui and uˆi.
image and these images are analysed based on matched features. Triangulation is used
with the relative positions of these matched features in the images to reconstruct the
3D structures in a reference coordinate.
Triangulation requires knowing the focal length of the camera f , the distance be-
tween the camera bases b, and the center of the images on the image plane. Disparity
d is the difference between the lateral distances to the feature pixel on the image plane
from their respective centers. Using the concept of similar triangles, the distance to the
camera D is calculated as
D= b
f
d
(4.5)
Stereo vision can provide dense point cloud as well expressive information, e.g.,
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appearance information with low cost and payload. Furthermore, the extra information
introduced by stereo vision can provide informative features for other vision tasks such
as segmentation or classification.
Several stereo algorithms have been proposed in recent years to solve the problem
of finding corresponding features in the right and left images. Simple methods employ
the measure of absolute or squared differences of the pixel intensities, to measure the
similarity between the images [118]. Other methods, in order to increase accuracy,
employ window-based matching, where a cost function is evaluated around the pixel
of interest to find the best match [119]. More multiple-view reconstruction methods
providing depth based only on images have also been thoroughly investigated in [59].
The basic methods used in this chapter are summarised as follows. SFM is used
to calculate the camera poses from each view point in the video [120; 121]. For a
reference frame in the video sequence, its neighbouring views are computed in terms
of the corresponding camera pose. The initial dense depth maps for the reference frame
are then estimated using a local cross-based method [114; 122]. Depth fusion is also
employed to refine the initial depth [31; 114] .
4.4 Segmentation Model
Once the depth and colour information for a reference frame have been computed, a
graph is constructed representing the pixels and their initial foreground/background
labels. We employ the MRF based segmentation framework similar to that described
in Chapter 3. However, the data energy term is modelled using not only colour and
depth from one image (see Chapter 3) but depths from multiple images.
4.4.1 Data Term
Here we will focus on modelling the data term by combining colour and multiple
view depths. In previous work [2; 56; 57], GMMs were employed to model colour
distribution of foreground and background, respectively. In practice, foreground and
background pixels often have significant overlap in the RGB colour space. In this
chapter, multiple depth maps are fused into the data term to increase the distinction
between foreground and background.
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More specifically, depth maps from the selected neighbouring views are repro-
jected to the reference frame using the previously computed camera poses. The fore-
ground and background of the reprojected depth maps are also modelled with GMMs.
The depth terms from the reference frame and re-projections are then combined as a
weighted sum to form the depth data term. This is then combined with the colour data
term to generate the final data term in the segmentation model.
To achieve this, we define the data energy term as:
∑
s∈V
Edata(Ls) = λ
rgb ∑
s∈V
Drgb(Ls)
+λ depth ∑
s∈V
[
λ re fD
re f
depth(Ls)+∑
n
i=1λ
repr j
i D
i,re f
depth(Ls)
nvalid+1
]
(4.6)
where Drgb(Ls) is the colour likelihood term, which models the foreground and back-
ground colour likelihood. The depth likelihood term consists of two parts; D
re f
depth(Ls)
models the depth discrimination between foreground and background in the reference
frame, while D
i,re f
depth(Ls) represents the likelihood of foreground and background depth
reprojected from frame i to the reference frame. n is the number of neighbouring
frames that are used to improve depth consistency and segmentation. λ rgb, λ depth,
λ re f and λ
repr j
i are weights for corresponding likelihood energy terms which control
the influences of these terms. As RGB colour and depth values are normalised into the
same domain, i.e., [0,255], λ rgb and λ depth sum to 1, and the same rule is applied to
λ re f and ∑ni=1λ
repr j
i . It should be noted that nvalid is not necessary equal to n. This is
due to possible occlusions where pixel s can not be reprojected from a neighbouring
frame to the reference frame, which would result in 06 nvalid 6 n. In particular, λ
re f
is enforced to 1 if nvalid = 0, otherwise the significance of the depth likelihood for
foreground and background in the reference frame is decreased accordingly.
Here we employ GMMs to model likelihood energy terms. More specifically, these
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Number of components in GMMs 3 5 8 10
Time (s) 10.35 18.63 27.31 32.22
Table 4.1: Computation time of the convergence of parameters in GMMs w.r.t different number
of components in the GMMs.
likelihood energy terms are defined as:
Drgb(Ls = f/b) =
K f/b
∑
i=1
w
f/b
i N(Is|µ
f/b
i ,Σ
f/b
i ) (4.7)
Ddepth(Ls = f/b) =
K f/b
∑
i=1
w
f/b
i N(ds|µ
f/b
i ,Σ
f/b
i ) (4.8)
D
i,re f
depth(Ls = f/b) =
K f/b
∑
i=1
w
f/b
i,re fN(ds|µ
f/b
i,re f ,Σ
f/b
i,re f ) (4.9)
where N(•) is a Gaussian distribution and (wi,µi,Σi) denotes the mixture coefficient,
the mean colour or depth, and the colour or depth covariance matrix of the ith compo-
nent of the foreground and background GMMs. K f/b is the number of components of
GMMs with respect to foreground and background, respectively. All these parameters
(wi,µi,Σi) can be learned from the manually selected pixel seeds.
The model now contains energy terms for colour, depth, and reprojected depths and
can now be solved using the Graph Cuts Method as in the standard method for colour
segmentation [8].
4.5 Results and Analysis
4.5.1 Data sets
We test the proposed method on an outdoor dataset (181 frames) filmed from a moving
platform. By tradeoff between computation time and representative ability of GMMs
in our experiments (see Table 4.1), we use 5 components in the GMM models for the
foreground and background likelihood terms. The parameter λ smoothness adjusts the
importance between the data term and smoothness term. In this chapter, we employed
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Figure 4.3: The effect of our MRF smoothing parameter λ smoothness.
the same masks, as shown in Fig. 4.6, to initialize foreground and background model.
Then, we computed the F1-score based on different λ smoothness. In Fig. 4.3, we found
the value of λ smoothness = 200 to achieve a good F1-score in this chapter.
Other weights denoting the importance of depth data terms are addressed in Section
4.5.2. In terms of depth reprojection, 1, 4 and 12 neighbouring views are investigated.
Typical individual frames from the data set are shown in Figure 4.4. For the following
results, frame #35 is considered as the reference frame.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, not only the depth map for the reference frame is
employed, but reprojected depth maps from neighbouring views are used. With respect
to the reference frame used in this chapter, the relevant depth map and reprojected
depth maps are shown in Figure 4.5. It can be seen that the reference depth map
is quite noisy, while the redundant information from reprojected depth maps should
enhance pixel-wise depth estimation in the reference frame.
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Figure 4.4: Data set used in this chapter. The resolution is 960×540, in particular, the frame
#35 is the reference frame used here.
Figure 4.5: Original colour and depth map of the reference frame, as well as the reprojected
depth maps from neighbouring views. (a) is the colour frame; (b) is the initial depth map;
(c) - (f) are the reprojected depth maps from four different views to the reference frame by
estimated camera poses. Note that the camera pose estimation for (b) is less accurate than
(c)-(f). Therefore, the resultant depth estimation in (b) is noisier than (c)-(f).
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Figure 4.6: Foreground and background masks. In particular, white pixels are the correspond-
ing pixel seeds which are used to model foreground and background of the reference frame. (a)
Foreground mask; (b) Background mask.
4.5.2 Segmentation results
To demonstrate the proposed method in Section 4.2, we investigate the use of depth
as an additional cue. Specifically, we compare segmentation results using only colour,
only depth, joint colour and reference depth, and joint colour, reference depth as well
as reprojected depth maps.
For modelling the data terms in Eq. 4.6, we need some prior information of fore-
ground and background to estimate the parameters in Eq.s 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. Inspired by
the interactive segmentation method in [8], we use masks to select a small number of
pixel seeds. Two masks are shown in Figure 4.6 which are created from human input
marking the reference frame with a virtual pen.
Once all the terms were initialised, we applied the graph cut method ([8]) to min-
imize the energy function to achieve our final segmentation. Segmentation results are
shown in Figure 4.7. It should be noted that the relative weight for colour λ rgb is set
as 0.6 in the experiment when using joint colour and depth information. Qualitatively,
segmentation is improved by using joint depth and colour due to the colour ambiguity
between the statue and rock while there is similarity between the ground and the feet
of the statue. The segmentation is further refined as reprojected depth maps are in-
troduced into the model improving the reference depth estimation which is noisy and
incomplete.
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Figure 4.7: Segmentation results in different scenarios. (a) Only using colour information;
(b) Only using depth information; (c) Joint of colour and initial depth information; (d) Joint
of colour, initial depth and only one reprojected depth map; (e) Joint of colour, initial depth
and four reprojected depth maps; (d) Joint of colour, initial depth and twelve reprojected depth
maps.
Figure 4.8: Segmentation obtained in different scenarios along with ground truth comparison.
The segmentation error is shown in red.
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4.5.3 Evaluation and analysis
To achieve a quantitative evaluation of segmentation, wemanually generated the ground
truth of the reference frame shown in Figure 4.8. As in [60], the number of pixels mis-
labelled as compared to the ground truth is expressed as a ratio with the total pixels in
the original image:
ε =
Nerror
Ntotal
(4.10)
where Nerror is the number of misclassified pixels compared to the ground truth and
Ntotal is the number of total pixels in the original image.
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Figure 4.9: Segmentation obtained in different scenarios along with ground truth comparison,
i.e., colour only, depth only, colour + initial depth, colour + initial depth + one reprojected
depth, colour + initial depth + four reprojected depths, colour + initial depth + twelve repro-
jected depths
In Figure 4.9, we plot the error histograms of the segmentation results in different
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scenarios with respect to the ground truth. We find that the combination of colour and
depth information improves the segmentation accuracy as compared to either colour or
depth alone. Furthermore, segmentation is improved by combining depth information
from neighbouring views. However, we also notice that the quantitative accuracy of
segmentation does not increase significantly even when additional reprojected depth
maps are included in the computation. We find that improvement is negligible when
more than 12 neighbouring views are used.
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Figure 4.10: Segmentation obtained in different scenarios along with ground truth comparison
using F1 score, i.e., colour only, depth only, colour + initial depth, colour + initial depth +
one reprojected depth, colour + initial depth + four reprojected depths, colour + initial depth +
twelve reprojected depths.
In order to evaluate the segmentation performance invariant to image resolution,
we also apply F1 score metrics. The F1 score is defined as:
F1=
2Precison×Recall
Precison+Recall
(4.11)
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where Precison is the fraction of our segmentation overlapping with the ground truth
and Recall is the fraction of the ground truth overlapping with our segmentation.
Figure 4.10 shows that fusing multiple depth maps for segmentation outperforms
that using the depth map of current view. Meanwhile, this quantitative comparison
agrees with the qualitative results above.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have shown that depth as an additional cue to colour can im-
prove segmentation accuracy and that reprojected depth information from neighbour-
ing views can further refine the result. Qualitative and quantitative evaluation shows
that the proposed method can achieve accurate segmentation under a challenging out-
door environment with an uncalibrated camera that is itself moving.
To improve the robustness and accuracy of segmentation further, we will introduce
heuristic methods used to infer the various weights in the model, e.g., the weight be-
tween colour and depth, and between the data and smoothness term in the next chapter.
Moreover, we will investigate the segmentation for indoor and outdoor video sequences
automatically.
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Chapter 5
Multiple Views based Automatic
Segmentation using Colour and Depth
This chapter presents a segmentation pipeline that fuses colour and depth information
to automatically separate objects of interest in video sequences captured from amoving
camera. Manual intervention is minimised and is only required to determine pixel
seeds in the first frame which are then automatically reprojected into the remaining
frames of the sequence. We also describe an automated method to adjust the relative
weights for colour and depth according to their discriminative properties in each frame.
Experimental results are presented for two video sequences captured using a moving
camera. The quality of the segmentation is compared to a ground truth and other state-
of-the-art methods with consistently accurate results.
Several primary contributions of this chapter are as follows:
1. A novel segmentation framework using colour and depth for automated video
segmentation. In contrast to a single image segmentation, we presented a method
that can model object and background for each frame in a video data.
2. A seed propagation method. We employ estimated camera motion to propagate
user provided pixel seeding in the first frame to the subsequent frames in a video.
This requires minimal intervention for video segmentation which is quite crucial
for the goal of ultimately achieving automatic segmentation.
3. An adaptive weight adjustment method. We propose an adaptive weighting
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scheme between 2D and 3D cues for each frame based on their discriminative
capability in the segmentation task. This is essential to achieve consistently ac-
curate segmentation results, given that the importance of 2D and 3D cues can
vary in different frames.
This work was published in the IET Computer Vision Journal.
5.1 Introduction
Robust object segmentation using vision is of great significance in mobile robotic ap-
plications if levels of situational awareness beyond localisation and mapping are to be
realized. Accurate segmentation can improve object identification and classification
and in turn enable autonomous platforms to reliably reason about object relationships
within the environment. A particular motivation here is that automatic and fast object
recognition and reconstruction should be attained based on an initially accurate seg-
mentation [123; 124]. For instance, an object of interest (e.g., statue or human) could
be efficiently reconstructed and recognised based on segmented regions rather than the
entire image area.
Great advances within the computer vision community have been made in achiev-
ing accurate segmentation from still images [1; 2; 8] and from videos with dynamic
objects in the scene [27; 57; 58; 125]. Visual cues for segmentation include colour, in-
tensity, texture, and more recently depth [5; 23; 27; 64]. Depth can be computed using
Structure from Motion (SfM) techniques [18; 20] and enable RGB-D information to
be acquired from simple camera motion such as on a mobile robotic platform.
However, mobile platforms present unique challenges in achieving consistent seg-
mentation, which are yet to be solved. These include robust operation in outdoor
unstructured backgrounds, under dramatic lighting changes, and in the presence of
constant camera motion.
Recently, many works have been undertaken to tackle these problems on segmen-
tation. The works [5; 64; 65] employed monocular cues, like colour and texture, as
well as disparity or depth to segment objects of interest defined by fixation or human
interaction. However, they only focus on structured indoor environments, with static or
limited movement of the camera. While Zhang et al. [18] presented segmentation for
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Figure 5.1: Quadcopter with camera platform for our dataset acquisition. (a) Quadcopter plat-
form; (b) Frame from the video sequence with moving people in the background; (c) Computed
depth map for the corresponding frame (Darker being closer to the camera); (d) Segmentation
using the proposed method.
outdoor scenes, a large amount of data was required to train the system. Given that ac-
curate segmentation can be obtained through interactive segmentation methods [1; 2],
the work presented here uses interactive segmentation to explore objects-of-interest
with small motion in outdoor environments.
Specifically, we address some of these challenges by combining colour and depth
information from multiple views in a video sequence, captured from a quadcopter, to
accurately segment objects in an outdoor scene. We model the problem similarly to
standard segmentation routines as a MRF and perform the segmentation using graph
cuts optimisation [2; 8]. To ensure reliable segmentation of objects in the image ac-
quired from a moving robotic platform, we introduce two novel techniques: 1) Fore-
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the proposed segmentation pipeline.
ground and background models are recomputed based on propagated priors for every
frame improving the robustness to dramatic background variation and enabling recov-
ery from potentially incorrect segmentation results in prior frames; 2) Dynamic adap-
tive relative weights between the colour and depth terms in the graph, enabling the
algorithm to automatically adjust for the cue with greater discriminative properties.
We first introduce the segmentation techniques we employed in Section 5.2. The
standard segmentation formulation is presented and automatic multiple view segmen-
tation with depth information is outlined in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, results and
analysis are shown. Some conclusions and future work are then discussed in Section
5.5.
5.2 Method Overview
Fig. 5.2 shows an overview of the proposed method in this chapter. Common to all
systems that compute dense depth information is the requirement for high quality cam-
era pose estimation. We use Structure from Motion to acquire camera positions using
the method proposed in [120]. The segmentation pipeline proceeds in the following
way:
1. Compute camera poses and scene structure using SfM with calibrated intrinsic
parameters [116] for the camera [120; 121].
2. Generate a dense depth map for each view [31; 114].
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3. When segmenting the first frame in the video sequence, manually pick pixels
using a virtual pen to indicate foreground and background candidates in both
the colour and depth frames [8; 60]. When segmenting any subsequent frames,
automatically reproject the candidate pixels in the reference frame into the frame
to be segmented.
4. Use the candidate pixels to learn foreground and background models for both
colour and depth.
5. Generate a graph representing the relationship between neighbouring pixels and
corresponding foreground or background labels for each pixel. These labels are
initialised with the model learnt in the previous step. Both colour and depth
contribute to the graph.
6. Adaptively compute the weight for colour and depth according to their discrim-
inative properties in each frame.
7. Perform graph cut optimisation to generate a segmentation [8].
8. Use the newly segmented colour and depth pixels to learn a new foreground or
background model.
9. Run a second pass for graph cut optimisation using the newly learnt foreground
or background model to initialise the graph parameters. This second pass gener-
ates a refined segmentation result for the reference frame.
Specifics for the segmentation steps in the pipeline are detailed in the following
sections.
5.3 Basic Segmentation Model
The basic segmentation model is colour and depth based MRF framework which is
similar to Chapter 3. We firstly detail initialisation for segmentation in the following
section. We then define the likelihood energy cost and prior energy cost in sections
5.3.2 and 5.3.3. After these costs have been computed, graph cut optimisation [10] is
employed to find the optimal solution.
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5.3.1 Initialisation
Our method relies on an initial set of pixel seeds which are manually picked, from
the first frame of the video sequence, using a virtual pen stroke. These seeds are
reprojected into all other frames, using the computed camera poses, enabling auto-
matic segmentation for all other images in the video sequence. Fig. 5.3 illustrates
the reprojection of foreground pixel seeds used to initialise segmentation for all subse-
quent frames. Denote the manually indicated foreground and background pixel seeds
Figure 5.3: Illustration of pixel seeds propagation over frames. Pixel seeds in frame k are
projected back to 3D space through estimated camera pose and depth map of frame k, and then
reprojected to a new frame p by the corresponding camera pose Pp which is shown in red.
in frame k as F and B. In order to segment an object in frame p, F and B are reprojected
to frame p:
Fk→p = PpdˆP
†
kF (5.1)
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Figure 5.4: The effect of median filter for segmentation results. Incorrect propagated seeds
can be removed by median filter, thus, better foreground/background mask can be obtained.
Eventually, more robust segmentation results can be achieved.
and similarly for the background seeds. Pk and Pp represent the camera matrices en-
coding intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, P
†
k is the pseudo-inverse of Pk, and dˆ is the
depth map for pixel seeds in frame k. Due to occlusions and noise, reprojected seeds
may have some erroneous values. To mitigate this effect, median filtering is performed
before modelling the foreground and background. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the propa-
gated masks become noisier. With median filter, we can achieve more robust segmen-
tation results as opposed to that without median filter (see Fig. 5.4). Other than the
first frame which is initialized by manually determining the pixel seeds, segmentation
for all remaining frames are initialized with the reprojected pixel seeds.
In our experiments, we randomly chose around 5% pixels from foreground and
background regions from the first frame in each dataset. We found that final segmenta-
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mask 1 mask 2 mask 3 mask 4
Video 1 (average F1-score) 0.885 0.893 0.901 0.895
Table 5.1: The effect of different masks for initialization in our experiments.
Foreground 
Mask 
Background 
Mask 
Frame 1 Frame 360 Frame 100 
Figure 5.5: Demonstration of pixel seeds propagation over frames of Video sequence shown in
Figure 5.6. The first column shows the selected pixel seeds by users at the first frame. The sec-
ond and third columns show the propagated seeds using camera poses. The top row illustrates
the seeds for foreground mask while the bottom row denotes the seeds for background mask.
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tion results were not sensitive to this pixel selection method. As shown in Table 5.1, we
started from four different masks to initialize foreground and background models and
then computed the average F1-score over all frames from Video 1 dataset described in
Section 5.4.
In Figure 5.5, seeds from foreground and background can be propagated using
camera poses. As long as the object of interest is still in the FOV, seed propagation
method is stable to transform the selected pixels from user at the first frame to the
following frames using estimated camera pose. Meanwhile, we can reconstruct the 3D
points for the propagated seeds using camera pose and corresponding depth. We found
the 3D location of these propagated seeds are stable as well.
5.3.2 Likelihood energy term
The likelihood energy term combines depth and colour information and is defined
based on [5; 60]:
∑
i∈V
ψi(li) = λc ∑
i∈V
ψci (li)+(1−λc)∑
i∈V
ψdi (li) (5.2)
where ∑ψci (•) is the colour likelihoodand ∑ψ
d
i (•) is the depth likelihood. λc is the
colour weight which is used to adjust the relative influence of colour and depth in f .
Colour term
To model the colour likelihood for foreground and background, ψci (li = 1) and ψ
c
i (li =
0) are constructed from pixel seeds. These seeds (or mask) are generated manually for
the first frame of the video sequence and are automatically reprojected into subsequent
frames. The labels for these pixel seeds are assumed to be known, given that they are
manually determined. We then need to compute the likelihood cost for all other pixels.
Therefore ψci (li = 1) can be defined as:
ψci (li = 1) =


0 , i ∈ Fc
Kc , i ∈ Bc
−lnPr(Ci|li = 1) , i ∈ V\Fc∪Bc
(5.3)
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where Fc and Bc denote foreground and background colour pixel seeds respectively,Ci
is the ith pixel in the colour frame, and Kc is some large value indicating a very high
probability of being a foreground pixel. In this chapter, we calculate Kc in the same
way as in [8].
The likelihood of all the other pixels being foreground Pr(Ci|li = 1), is represented
as a 3D Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) learnt using the foreground pixel seeds and
Expectation-Maximization (EM) [56; 57]:
Pr(Ci|li = 1) =
M
∑
s=1
wsN(Ci|µs,Σs) (5.4)
where N(•) is a Gaussian distribution and (ws,µs,Σs) denotes the s-th mixture coeffi-
cient, mean, and covariance matrix. M is the number of Gaussian components which
is determined based on complexity of the colour distribution. In order to choose the
value ofM, we manually tuned the number from 5-10 and then compared the segmen-
tation results qualitatively. We found using 8 Gaussian components works well in our
experiments.
The background colour likelihood energy term is modeled in the same way result-
ing in the combined colour likelihood term
∑
i∈V\Fc∪Bc
ψci (li) =− ∑
i∈V\Fc∪Bc
lnPr(Ci|li) (5.5)
Depth term
We render the depth map into a grey-scale image, and model the depth term similarly
to the colour term using the corresponding positions of the colour seeds to indicate the
depth seeds. Thus ψdi (li = 1) is defined as:
ψdi (li = 1) =


0 , i ∈ Fd
Kd , i ∈ Bd
−lnPr(di|li = 1) , i ∈ V\Fd ∪Bd
(5.6)
where Kd is similar to Kc, Fd and Bd denote foreground and background depth pixel
seeds respectively, and di denotes the depth of pixel i in the frame.
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The likelihood of all the other pixels in depth map being foreground Pr(di|li = 1),
is represented as a 1D GMM learnt using the foreground depth seeds and EM as colour
term modelling. We found 5 Gaussian components are sufficient for depth modelling
in our experiments.
Similarly, the combined depth term can be defined as:
∑
i∈V\Fd∪Bd
ψdi (li) =− ∑
i∈V\Fd∪Bd
lnPr(di|li) (5.7)
It should be noted that the model of the depth distribution for foreground and back-
ground is different from that in [5]. Wang et al. [5] use a dataset where foreground and
background depths are separable and employ a simple threshold to indicate foreground
and background depths. However, our dataset exhibits significant overlap of depths
representing foreground and background. Consequently, the thresholding method in
depth space is insufficient for our application. We also highlight that depths for in-
dividual pixels may be missing due to insufficient texture or lack of salient features
in those areas. We ignore these pixels when constructing the depth term and give the
colour term full weight for these pixels without depth values.
Adaptive weight between colour and depth
Due to camera movement, not only do the colour foreground and background distri-
butions change but the depths for foreground and background vary. Intuitively, the
influences of colour and depth are different for segmentation in different frames. For
example, depths might be more discriminative for cases when foreground and colour
are similar and vice versa.
Inspired by [5; 57], we employ the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to evaluate
the similarity between foreground and background for colour and depth, respectively.
As we have computed the colour and depth likelihoods, we can define the KL diver-
gence for each as follows:
KLc(F ||B) = ∑Pr(Ci|li = 1)log
Pr(Ci|li = 1)
Pr(Ci|li = 0)
(5.8)
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Figure 5.6: Sample frames and corresponding segmentation results with different configura-
tions. The leftmost numbers denote frame indexes in the corresponding video sequence. (a)
Sample frames from two video sequences; (b) Segmentation using colour cues only; (c) Seg-
mentation using depth cues only; (d) Segmentation using colour and depth cues with adaptive
weight. Segmentation error w.r.t ground truth is displayed in red. (This figure is best viewed in
colour).
KLd(F ||B) = ∑Pr(di|li = 1)log
Pr(di|li = 1)
Pr(di|li = 0)
(5.9)
where F and B are the likelihoods of being foreground or background as defined in
Section 5.3.2.
If the colour distribution of foreground and background are very similar, KLc(F ||B)
will be close to zero. In this case, depth might be more useful for segmentation. To
automatically determine the relative weighting between the two cues, we can compute
the following ratio:
λc =
KLc(F ||B)
KLc(F ||B)+KLd(F ||B)
(5.10)
5.3.3 Prior energy term
In general, if adjacent pixels have similar colour or intensity, they are less likely to be
on the object boundary. In other words, the pixels are prone to have the same labels if
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their colours/intensities are similar. We construct this energy term as [8]:
ψi j(li, l j) =
|li− l j|
d(i, j)
exp(−
||Ci−C j||
2
2σ2
) (5.11)
where Ci denotes the RGB value of a pixel i, ||Ci−C j||
2 is the Euclidean norm of the
intensity difference, σ is the average intensity difference between neighbouring pixels
in the image, which can be estimated as pixel noise introduced by the camera [8], and
d(i, j) is the spatial distance between two pixels i and j. This smoothness term favours
the segmentation boundary where neighbouring pixels have large difference in terms
of colour.
5.3.4 Two pass optimisation for segmentation
We also investigate a refined segmentation where our pipeline includes a second stage
in which a new foreground/background model is learnt from the resultant segmentation
using the initial reprojected seeds. This new model is then used in a second pass of the
graph cut optimization to compute a refined segmentation for each frame.
In summary, the proposed algorithm only requires user selected pixel seeds for
the first frame of a video. The segmentation can be performed for the subsequent
frames automatically with the propagated seeds using camera projection matrix. The
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
5.4 Results and Analysis
Firstly, we have tested the proposed method on two video sequences captured by a
monocular camera mounted on a MicroKopter quadcopter, shown in Fig. 5.1. Both
video clips contain 360 frames at a 640× 480 resolution. Video 1 shows a moving
camera around a stationary person with a static background in an outdoor environment,
while Video 2 contains several people walking in the background wearing similarly
coloured clothes as the person in the foreground. Sample frames of these two video
sequences are shown in Fig. 5.6. The goal was to correctly segment the still person
(object of interest) in the scene from the surrounding outdoor environment.
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Algorithm 1:Multiple View Segmentation
Input: Video frames(view i− k to view i+ k, in particularly, view i is
considered as reference view), pixel seeds for foreground and
background in reference view i, denoting as pFre f and p
B
re f , respectively
Output: Label set L for all pixels in reference view i
1. Estimate camera pose for every view from view i− k to view i+ k in a
predefined coordinates. Camera matrix Pi±m,m= 1,2, ...,k can be calculated
for corresponding view.
2. Select some pixel seeds pi for foreground and background in the reference view
i, and then project all these 2D pixel seeds pi into 3D global space as Xi
through the camera matrix Pi
X
F/B
i = Pip
F/B
i (5.12)
3. Reproject the 3D points Xi back to surrounding views of reference view i
p
F/B
i±m = Pi±mX
F/B
i (5.13)
4. Learn GMMs by EM for foreground and background from selected and
reprojected pixel seeds p
F/B
i , p
F/B
i±m in corresponding views as:
Pr(p
F/B
i±m ,p
F/B
i | pi
F/B,µF/B,ΣF/B) (5.14)
where pi are mixture weighting coefficients, µ are means and Σ are covariances.
The subscript F and B denotes foreground and background, respectively
5. Construct the energy function, n is the number of pixels in reference view,
while m is the index of view
E
F/B
data =−∑
n
∑
m
lnN(p
F/B
i±m (n) : pi
F/B,µF/B,ΣF/B) (5.15)
Esmoothness = ∑
(c,d)∈Neighbour
| Lc−Ld | exp(−β ‖ pc− pd ‖
2) (5.16)
E = Edata+λEsmoothness (5.17)
where Lc, Ld are labels for pixel pc and pd in reference view, and pixel pc and
pd are 4-connect neighbours. β and λ are the same notations as [8]
6. Estimate segmentation by max flow
L∗ := argmin
L
E (5.18)
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Secondly, the proposed method is compared with several other state-of-the-art in-
teractive segmentation algorithms, i.e., Lazy snapping [1] and Grabcut [2], on the
above two video sequences qualitatively and quantitatively.
Finally, we also evaluate our method on two indoor video sequences (i.e., “IU” and
“JM” video sequences from [56]). Two state-of-the-art video segmentation methods,
Tree-based Segmentation (TS) [3] and Learning-based Segmentation (LIVEcut) [4],
also employ the “IU” and “JM” video sequences, therefore we compare our results
with the two methods as well.
The experimental procedure was conducted as follows: For each of the video se-
quences, segmentation was performed using 5 different configurations, i.e., only using
colour information, only using depth information, equally weighting colour and depth,
adaptively weighting colour and depth, and a two pass optimisation based segmenta-
tion. In our implementation, the parameter λ between the likelihood term and prior
term was initially set to 35.
In terms of processing speed, all computation was carried out by a 3.2GHz i5 Core
CPU at 2 frames (640× 480 resolution) per second. This could be significantly opti-
mised and much of the processing performed on a GPU for real-time operation.
5.4.1 Qualitative evaluation
To evaluate the quality of the segmentation, we compared the result to the manually
generated ground truth and segmentation results using only colour or depth as a cue.
We also compare the segmentation results with adaptive weighting between colour and
depth to the ground truth.
Fig. 5.6 illustrates a qualitative measure for the accuracy of our segmentation rou-
tine. Segmentation results are shown on selected frames with different configurations:
colour only; depth only; colour and depth with adaptive weight. Qualitatively, it can
be clearly seen that fusing colour and depth outperforms the cases where the cues are
used individually due to ambiguity of colour or depth for foreground/background.
To demonstrate robustness to illumination change, we also tested our segmentation
method on the MC sequence (Fig. 5.7) from [5]. In the MC sequence, lights in the
room were switched on and off to simulate dramatic lighting variation and the back-
ground contains dynamic moving objects. Note that depth information was obtained
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Figure 5.7: Segmentation results using our proposed method for the MC video sequence. The
topmost number is the frame index of the video. First row: original colour frames; Second
row: corresponding depth maps; Third row: segmentation results from our method. Note that
the light was switched off on Frame 190.
using a static time-of-flight camera, thus we applied the same pixel seeds for each
frame in this video sequence.
5.4.2 Quantitative evaluation
For a quantitative comparison for the quadcopter video sequences, we manually seg-
mented the person from the scene for every tenth frame (resulting in 36 ground truth
frames) and computed the F1 score w.r.t ground truth. The F1 score is defined as:
F1=
2Precison×Recall
Precison+Recall
(5.19)
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Figure 5.8: Quantitative evaluation of segmentation by using ground truth w.r.t four different
configurations (colour only, depth only, equal weight and adaptive weight). (a) Comparison
between segmentation results and ground truth for Video 1 for a static background; (b) Com-
parison between segmentation results and ground truth for Video 2 in which the background is
dynamic with walking persons.
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where Precison is the fraction of our segmentation overlapping with the ground truth
and Recall is the fraction of the ground truth overlapping with our segmentation. Note
that we calculate the F1 score for each frame individually and then average them over
the whole sequence to achieve an average F1 score for each sequence.
The F1 score for each configuration in the two video sequences is shown in Fig.
5.8. Fusing colour and depth cues with an adaptive weight generates consistently ro-
bust and accurate segmentation results as compared to all the other methods. By fur-
ther investigating Fig. 5.8(a), we can find that depth information is more reliable than
colour in Video 1 in which the background is static. However, segmentation using
depth only, catastrophically fails in parts of the scene where poor depths were com-
puted, such as in Frame 330. Note that segmentation with equal weight between colour
and depth is consistently robust but less accurate than depth due to errors in the colour
contribution to the segmentation.
The results from Video 2 with a dynamic background (Fig. 5.8(b)) illustrate the
fragility of using depth or colour alone. As in Video 1, our segmentation method
consistently outperforms segmentation when only depth or colour are considered.
To understand the role that the relative weights play between colour and depth,
we compared the adaptive weighting scheme with manually determined values that
remained constant throughout the video sequence. Fig. 5.8 also shows segmentation
with adaptive weights outperforms the segmentation with manually determined equal
weights over most of the frames in both video sequences.
We also tested two pass optimisation based segmentation on the two video se-
quences. We found that the average F1 scores for the two video sequences were both
0.933 using two pass optimisation based segmentation, while one pass optimisation
based segmentation achieved an F1 score of 0.939 and 0.935, respectively. Thus, in
our experiments, two pass optimisation based segmentation has similar accuracy to
the standard adaptive based segmentation but requires significantly more computation.
Therefore, one pass of graph cut optimisation for segmentation is sufficient for accu-
rate segmentation in our experiments.
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Figure 5.9: Quantitatively comparison of segmentation results between our method and the
other methods (Lazy snapping [1] and Grabcut [2]) on our two outdoor video sequences.
5.4.3 Comparison with Lazy snapping [1] and Grabcut [2]
For reference, we also compared our method with several state-of-the-art methods (i.e.,
Lazy snapping [1] and Grabcut [2]) on the video datasets. [1; 2] both need user inter-
ventions to provide foreground initialisation for every frame in video datasets, [1] uses
single graph cut optimisation and [2] employs iterative graph cut optimisation.
Fig. 5.9 shows the quantitative comparison between our method and the aforemen-
tioned three other methods on the video datasets. We compute the F1-score for each
frame with respect to ground truth using different segmentation method, respectively.
Then the average F1-score by averaging all the F1-scores over the whole frames is
employed to evaluate the performance of segmentation. Our method is superior the
other three methods in video 2 where background contains dynamical objects. By con-
trast, our method, [1] and [2] not only uses colour histograms, but preserves edge con-
straints, which results in better discrimination in this outdoor scenario. Furthermore,
our method with depth compensation can consistently outperform the other methods,
which lack depth compensation.
While we achieve similar segmentation performance to [2] in video 1, our results
are encouraging as our method achieves near automatic segmentation with limited in-
puts from human but still achieves comparable segmentation accuracy. Note that [2]
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Figure 5.10: Sample frames and corresponding segmentation results with different methods.
(a) Sample frames from two video sequences; (b) Segmentation using Lazy snapping [1]; (c)
Segmentation using Grabcut [2]; (d) Segmentation using our method; (e) Ground truth.
needs human inputs for each frame. This is impractical for autonomous applications,
such as object tracking or recognition. Fig. 5.10 illustrates some qualitative segmenta-
tion results using different methods. A comparison with the ground truth reveals that
our method can provide plausible visualisation.
5.4.4 Comparison with TS [3] and LIVEcut [4]
Figure 5.11: Sample frames and corresponding segmentation results with different configura-
tions on “IU” and “JM” indoor video sequences. (a) Sample frames from two video sequences;
(b) Segmentation using colour cues only; (c) Segmentation using depth cues only; (d) Seg-
mentation using colour and depth cues with equal weight. (e) Segmentation using colour and
depth cues with adaptive weight. (f) Ground truth segmentation. (This figure is best viewed in
colour).
We evaluate our method on “IU” and “JM” indoor video sequences and compare
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Video sequences Colour Depth Equal Ada TS [3] LIVEcut [4]
IU (Segmentation Error %) 0.67 0.81 0.63 0.50 2.56 2.96
JM (Segmentation Error %) 0.75 0.83 0.73 0.62 0.27 31.37
Table 5.2: Accuracy of our method on “IU” and “JM” indoor video sequences compared with
TS [3] and LIVEcut [4].
our results with [3] and [4]. Note that “IU” and “JM” datasets are captured using stereo
cameras, thus we compute the depth for the reference frame from stereo matching us-
ing OpenCV Semi-Global Block Matching (SGBM) implementation [126]. Fig. 5.11
shows some example segmentation results on “IU” and “JM” indoor video sequences
using our method with different configurations. These qualitative results also indicate
that our joint colour and depth method with adaptive weights always achieves superior
performance in these indoor scenarios.
Table 5.2 shows the comparison of segmentation error rate for “IU” and “JM”
indoor video sequences among our method, TS [3] and LIVEcut [4]. Our adaptive
weight based method displays comparable or better results.
5.4.5 Comparison with TOFcut [5]
Recently, a segmentation method using both colour and depth cues, “TOFcut”, was
proposed in [5]. With respect to “TOFcut”, we model the depth cue in the different
way. Specifically, in [5], foreground/background pixels in the depth map are first clas-
sified into dark and bright samples using predefined intensity threshold. Each sample
set is modelled as a single Gaussian distribution. We model foreground/background
pixels in the depth map using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs), which can han-
dle more complex depth distributions (e.g., outdoor environment with cluttered back-
ground). Additionally, [5] adjusts the weight between colour and depth cues using
several manually tuned parameters, which introduced more complexity to adopt this
algorithm comparing with our simple weight adjustment method. Meanwhile, only
indoor experiments are conducted in [5], while both indoor and outdoor experiments
are deployed in our work.
In order to demonstrate the difference between our method and [5], we compared
the performance of our method and [5] using indoor and outdoor datasets. In ad-
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Figure 5.12: Qualitative evaluation on different data sets between our method and TOFcut [5].
The first row shows some sample images from video sequences. The second row demonstrates
the segmentation results using TOFcut [5], and the last row shows our segmentation results.
dition to our own outdoor video datasets that mentioned above, we also showed the
comparison using four indoor video sequences provided by [5]. In particular, the first
indoor “WL” sequence has 200 frames in which the foreground/background colour
distributions are similar. The second sequence MS has 400 frames. In this video the
background scene and global illumination are varying (although not significantly) over
time during the cameras motion. Both the third (MC) and the fourth (CW) sequences
contain 300 frames. In MC, the background contains dynamic moving objects. The
last one, “CW” sequence, contains a background object with similar depth to the fore-
ground object. Additionally, ground truth binary segmentation results are also pro-
vided.
Fig. 5.12 shows some qualitative results for indoor and outdoor environments.
We found that our method achieved similar performance as [5] in the indoor video
sequences. While in the outdoor video sequences, our method outperformed [5]. Fur-
thermore, it is difficult to choose the intensity threshold in “TOFcut”, due to the large
depth range in outdoor dataset. Additionally, depth modelling using single Gaussian
distribution in “TOFcut” is not sufficient against the complex depth distribution in out-
door video dataset, which make “TOFcut” [5] eventually degenerate into a segmenter
relying mainly on colour cue. However, GMMs applied to model depth distributions
in our method are more robust to handle the large variance of depth in outdoor dataset.
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Video sequences WL MS MC CW Video 1 Video 2
Ours 0.67 0.53 0.13 0.34 0.42 0.55
TOFcut [5] 0.64 0.29 0.05 0.22 1.22 1.93
Table 5.3: The mean segmentation error w.r.t the known image region for different methods
and test sequences.
Furthermore, we computed mean error rate (the percentage of misclassified pix-
els w.r.t the ground truth over all sequences) for quantitative evaluation between our
method and [5]. As shown in Table 5.3, the similar conclusion as above can be drawn,
i.e., our method is comparable with “TOFcut” on the indoor dataset, while ours out-
performs “TOFcut” on our outdoor dataset.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the use of both colour and depth cues for auto-
matic segmentation from video of an outdoor scene captured by a quadcopter. In our
method, foreground and background models can be learned automatically for each
frame and the relative weighting between colour and depth can be updated adaptively.
This demonstrates for the first time, reliable and robust segmentation for challenging
camera motion on an airborne, outdoor scenario.
For a fully autonomous system, it is infeasible to tell the system what the object of
interest is. Therefore, an unsupervised segmentation is usually required. In the next
two chapters, we will explore two unsupervised segmentation methods which need
neither training dataset nor user inputs.
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Chapter 6
SFMGrabCut – Multiple Views based
Unsupervised Segmentation
In this chapter, we present an unsupervised graph cut based object segmentation method
using 3D information provided by Structure fromMotion (SFM), called GrabCutSFM.
Rather than focusing on the segmentation problem using a trained model or human in-
tervention, this approach aims to achieve meaningful segmentation autonomously with
direct application to vision based robotics. Generally, object (foreground) and back-
ground have certain discriminative geometric information in 3D space. By exploring
the 3D information from multiple views, the proposed method can segment potential
objects correctly and automatically compared to conventional unsupervised segmenta-
tion using only 2D visual cues. Experiments with real video data collected from indoor
and outdoor environments verify the proposed approach.
This approach assumes that the object of interest occupies a compact region in 3D
space and is most likely located in front of the camera. Given this assumption, an unsu-
pervised meaningful object segmentation can be achieved. This work was presented at
the 2013 IEEE/ASME International Conference on Advanced Intelligent Mechatronics
in Wollongong, Australia.
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6.1 Introduction
Robust and correct object segmentation is not only useful for object tracking and obsta-
cle avoidance in robotics, but is significant for high level computer vision tasks, such as
object recognition and image understanding. However, distinguishing an object from
background is challenging due to ambiguous visual cues such as brightness, colour or
texture. Thus, traditional unsupervised image based segmentation (e.g., thresholding,
K-means) is prone to obtain either an over or under segmented region which cannot
represent the object of interest in a meaningful way that is understandable by machine
or human. Meaningful objects generally hold a certain physical shape and spatial dis-
crimination to background in 3D space, these kinds of 3D cues could provide prior
knowledge to infer meaningful object segmentation. For instance, in an urban environ-
ment, the segmentation of objects such as pedestrians or cars can be quite useful for an
autonomous platform. It is common that these objects always have different 3D spatial
information in contrast to their environment (building, tree or road), while they might
still share the similar visual appearances that cause traditional appearance based meth-
ods to fail. Therefore this suggests that informative 3D cues could provide a strong
hypothesis of meaningful objects in the image and allow automatic segmentation.
The computer vision community has demonstrated excellent results from still im-
ages using either manual initialization from human inputs [1; 2; 8] or trained models
[23; 27]. These methods commonly rely on external supervision to provide the hypoth-
esis of meaningful objects, which might not always be accessible. Even though some
work had explored unsupervised segmentation[7; 70], these methods only applied 2D
visual cues to enforce the segmented region preserving coherent appearance which is
not necessary to be a meaningful object. As addressed above, 3D cues would intro-
duce more descriptive information. Meanwhile, 3D information is ubiquitous to the
robotics and computer vision community nowadays due to the present abundance of
cost-effective sensors and advanced algorithms (e.g., RGBD camera, laser or multiple
view stereo algorithm). Motivated by this, we exploit 3D cues to generate the potential
region of object of interest in the image leading to an unsupervised segmentation.
Furthermore, some works [19; 60; 69; 127] also combine 3D information to achieve
segmentation. However, these methods either a require large amount of training data or
human intervention to initialize the model of meaningful objects. In contrast, we aim to
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(a) Sample frame from video (b) 3D point cloud
(c) image with the projection of grouped 3D
points
(d) Segmentation result
Figure 6.1: (a) A sample frame from our experimental dataset; (b) 3D point cloud generated
from image sequences using SFM; (c) Projections of 3D grouped points on image plane using
camera pose from SFM; (d) Final segmentation result from our proposed method.
demonstrate the usefulness of the 3D information for providing meaningful hypotheses
of object segmentation automatically in certain scenarios (i.e., unsupervised object
segmentation).
In this chapter, we propose an unsupervised object segmentation method to seg-
ment objects of interest in real video data captured both indoors and outdoors (Fig.
6.1(a)), without requiring labeled training data or human intervention. In video se-
quences, 3D information describing scene and camera poses can be recovered using
SFM[35]. Thus, we begin by reconstructing 3D point clouds using video sequence
from a monocular camera (Fig. 6.1(b)). Further, we employ K-means to group the
point clouds into several clusters using spatial discrimination in 3D space. Each cluster
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is then projected back to the image plane using a corresponding camera pose estimated
from SFM (Fig. 6.1(c)). In addition, a bounding box denoting the hypothesis of a
potential meaningful object is generated based on projected clusters on the 2D image
plane, and then a state-of-the-art graph based segmentation algorithm, GrabCut [2], is
applied to achieve final object segmentation (Fig. 6.1(d)). Unlike the original GrabCut
algorithm, the bounding box is initialized automatically by unsupervised learning on
reconstructed point clouds in our method. We refer to the proposed method as Grab-
CutSFM. Fig. 6.1 illustrates an example output of the GrabCutSFM method.
The rest of chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 addresses the proposed
method, GrabCutSFM. Some results and conclusion are given in Section 6.3 and 6.4,
respectively.
Figure 6.2: Overview of the proposed GrabCutSFM method.
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6.2 Method Overview
Fig. 6.2 shows an overview of the proposed method in this chapter. It starts from es-
timating camera poses from multiple views using SFM. Common to all systems that
compute point clouds is the requirement of high quality camera pose estimation. We
use SFM to acquire camera poses from image sequences using the method proposed in
[120]. The reconstructed point clouds are then clustered using K-means based on 3D
spatial information and then projected onto the correspondent image through the com-
puted camera poses. These 3D point projections provide possible object candidatures
for GrabCut initialization. Finally, the object is segmented by applying GrabCut. Note
that the proposed method currently assumes that the meaningful object is static, which
is reasonable for many real environments, either indoor[64] or outdoor environments
[69]. More details of this method are described in the following sections.
6.2.1 Camera Pose Estimation and Point Cloud Reconstruction
Camera poses and 3D reconstruction from a video sequence has long been an active
research topic in computer vision. As the primary focus of this work is to investigate
automatic object segmentation using 3D information, we only briefly outline camera
pose estimation for each view and 3D point cloud reconstruction of the video sequence.
The basic method used in this chapter is summarized as follows. Firstly, we calibrate
the camera using our modified Bouguet’s Calibration Toolbox [116; 128] to get cam-
era focal length, principle point and distortion parameters. Then SIFT features are
extracted from each view and tracked over views using epipolar constraints. Finally,
camera poses and sparse structures are estimated using camera resection and triangu-
lation, followed by bundle adjustment optimization to refine the solution [120].
6.2.2 3D clustering
K-means clustering [129] is a method aiming to partition observations x with d dimen-
sions into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest
mean µ . Given the reconstructed 3D point cloud X, K-means aims to minimize the
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Figure 6.3: RANSAC results for 3D plane estimation. In particular, 3D points correspond to
that in Fig. 6.1(b). x and y-axes are real world coordinates. After running plane RANSAC
process, green dots are estimated points belonging to plane while the red ones are outliers (i.e.,
non-plane). Note that 3D points are visualized in x− y plane.
objective function in Eq. 6.1.
argmin
C
k
∑
i=1
∑
X j∈Ci
‖X j−µi‖
2 (6.1)
where µi is the centroid of 3D points cluster Ci.
In this section, K-means clustering runs along the z-axis (camera optical axis) for
all points shown in Fig. 6.1(b). In the other word, clusters means the 3D points that
belong to a common plane of arbitrary orientation.
Due to the dataset that our algorithm uses, the points from support surface are also
reconstructed. We found a large amount points from the surface which cause K-means
to converge to local minimum. Thus points from potential object could be clustered
into the incorrect centroid. However, points from a surface (e.g., ground or table)
share the similar normal direction complied with plane constraints. RANSAC [130]
was employed to detect the points belonging to a plane and then remove them from
reconstructed point cloud. Additionally, we found our method is not sensitive to k by
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varying k from 5 to 15. With further investigation, we notice that the k is affected by
the relative location between objects and background. In this chapter, we set k as 6.
Furthermore, we noticed that 3D information along z-axis (camera viewing direction)
is more discriminative comparing to x-axis and y-axis in the reconstructed point cloud,
which implies that depth information is a strong cue in 3D space. Fig. 6.3 shows the
detected points from plane (in green) and Fig. 6.4 illustrates that clusters after rejecting
points of plane.
Figure 6.4: Clusters of reconstructed 3D point cloud in Fig. 6.1(b) after rejecting points be-
longing to a plane. Different colour represents potential object. Note that these 3D points are
projected onto the x− z plane and z-axis is the optical axis of the camera.
6.2.3 Automatic initialization
In order to employ GrabCut framework for object segmentation, an initial object hy-
pothesis is required to model both object and background attributes. Instead of con-
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Figure 6.5: 2D projections of clustered 3D points on the image plane. Colour is associated
with corresponding 3D cluster. Different colour means different cluster from K-means (i.e.,
different distance to the camera). Bounding box in red is estimated based on projected points.
(This figure is best viewed in colour).
ducting initialization manually, 3D clusters will be projected back to image plane us-
ing the corresponding camera pose to generate possible object hypothesis. Eq. 6.2
describes the relationship between 3D points X and projections x on image plane.
x= PX (6.2)
where P is camera matrix which encapsulates camera intrinsic parameters as well as
camera rotation and translation information.
Fig. 6.1(c) shows the projections of clustered 3D points on image plane. Due to
inaccurate camera poses, we might obtain some incorrect projections on image plane.
Since potential object of interest always occupy a certain region in 3Dworld rather than
spread out the whole background, we apply line-RANSAC on projected 2D points to
remove some outliers which have large variance. Finally we can compute the bounding
box which contains the inliers (i.e., potential object) from RANSAC, which is shown in
Fig. 6.5. In this chapter, the bounding box is simply computed based on the maximum
and minimum coordinates of inliers in the image space.
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6.2.4 Segmentation Model
In this chapter, we mainly consider the scenario where the objects of interest are close
to the camera compared to the background. In addition, we assume that there is only
one object of interest in the field of view, or multiple objects are close to each other
with discriminative distance to the background.
Given the clusters of point clouds learnt by K-means, we project all these clusters
onto the image using camera projection matrix. Bounding box of the potential object
is obtained by the projections of the cluster whose centre is closest to the camera.
GrabCut algorithm models object and background distributions using Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMMs) learnt from pixels inside and outside of estimated bound-
ing box by Expectation Maximisation (EM). Then graph-cut algorithm will be applied
to infer segmentation results. More details can be found in [2].
Figure 6.6: Sample frames and corresponding segmentation results for outdoor data. (a) Sam-
ple frames from our video data; (b) Projections from clustered 3D points on image coordi-
nates as well as estimated bounding box in red; (c) Segmentation using traditional unsuper-
vised method (K-means); (d) Segmentation using GrabCutSFM. (This figure is best viewed in
colour).
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6.3 Experimental Results
6.3.1 Experiment setup
For the sake of simplicity and cost, we collect data using a monocular camera. In
this chapter, we present experiments on three video sequences (one for outdoor and
two for indoor). Specifically, the outdoor dataset was collected by a moving camera
mounted on a quadrotor platform flying around a stationary person, which contains
410 frames at a 640×480 resolution. The two indoor datasets include a robot (NAO)
and a box where both were taken from a hand held camera and contain around 200
frames with 640×480 resolution. Sample frames of the data are shown in Fig. 6.6(a)
and 6.7(a). The goal of the proposed method, GrabCutSFM, is to demonstrate correct
and automatic segmentation of the potential meaningful object (i.e., person, robot and
box) in the image.
In terms of processing speed, we process prerecorded videos with a 3.2GHz i5
Core CPU and achieve segmentation at 3∼4 frames per second. Since frames are seg-
mented independently after 3D clustering, therefore parallelization could be employed
to achieve close to real time processing using GPU.
6.3.2 Segmentation results
To validate the proposed unsupervised segmentation method, we conducted two kinds
of comparisons to demonstrate that GrabCutSFM is not only promising to achieve cor-
rect and meaningful object segmentation without any human inputs, but still achieves
comparable segmentation results with respect to the interactive segmentation method,
GrabCut. Note that this chapter exploits 3D cues to generate the potential region of
object of interest in the image, and then follow the normal 2D segmentation frame-
work. Thus, depth information is only for initialization instead of incorporating into
the segmentation framework.
In order to illustrate how GrabCutSFM outperforms the conventional 2D unsuper-
vised image segmentation, we employed K-means on image space and clustered the
pixels into two region (i.e., object and background) using colour information only.
Qualitative comparisons are shown in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7, respectively. The first col-
umn is the sample of our dataset, the second column shows the projections of clustered
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Figure 6.7: Sample frames and corresponding segmentation results for indoor dataset. (a)
Sample frames from our video data; (b) Projections from clustered 3D points on image coor-
dinates as well as estimated bounding box in red; (c) Segmentation using traditional unsuper-
vised method (K-means); (d) Segmentation using GrabCutSFM. (This figure is best viewed in
colour).
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Figure 6.8: Qualitative comparison of segmentation using Saliency-based method [9] and
GrabCutSFM. The top row shows the segmentation results using saliency-based method, and
the bottom row shows the result from proposed GrabCutSFM.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison between GrabCut and proposed GrabCutSFM. (a) Segmentation with
estimated bounding box determined automatically; (b) GrabCut segmentation with manually
provided bounding box. (This figure is best viewed in colour).
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Figure 6.10: Quantitative comparison of segmentation using K-means, GrabCut and Grab-
CutSFM.
3D points on image plane as well as estimated bounding box to cover potential inter-
esting object. Note that the 3D points from the plane (e.g., the floor in Fig. 6.6) have
been removed using plane RANSAC algorithm. The third column shows the segmen-
tation results from 2D unsupervised segmentation, whereas the last column illustrates
the segmentation results generated by our method.
It was shown that conventional 2D unsupervised segmentation suffered providing
the actual meaningful object segmentation, which might not be useful for object based
applications, such as manipulation, tracking and obstacle avoidance. Whereas our pro-
posed method of using 3D cues can provide useful and correct object segmentation
automatically, which can be served as the pre-processing step of many high level ap-
plications, like object classification or recognition.
Fig. 6.9 shows that our automatically generated bounding box is quite close to the
one chosen by human, thus GrabCutSFM and GrabCut provide near identical segmen-
tation. However, through the entire video, insufficient projections of 3D points on the
boundary of the object due to self-occlusion would cause the estimated bounding box
to be smaller than the actual object size, therefore occasionally missing tiny regions
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near the object boundary.
Additionally, saliency typically arises from contrasts between items and their neigh-
bourhood. Thus, saliency detection could provide the hypothesis of an object of in-
terest towards unsupervised segmentation. We compared our method to a saliency
based method [9] qualitatively. As shown in Fig. 6.8, saliency based method obtains
rough boundary of the object of interest. Our proposed GrabCutSFM outperforms the
saliency based method [9] on our outdoor dataset.
For a quantitative comparison, we manually segmented the person from the scene
for every tenth frame (resulting in 41 ground truth frames) and computed the F1 score.
Fig. 6.10 shows that F1 score is about 0.87 for our GrabCutSFM which sig-
nificantly outperforms conventional unsupervised segmentation whose F1 score is
less than 0.1, meanwhile trivial difference in segmentation results from GrabCutSFM
and GrabCut encourages extending the state-of-the-art interactive segmentation to 3D
space with fully automatic initialization.
6.4 Summary
This chapter presents an unsupervised object segmentation method, GrabCutSFM, us-
ing 3D cues to obtain meaningful segmentation automatically. This method does not
require training data or human intervention, i.e., creating a solution for fully automatic
unsupervised segmentation. We evaluated our method on real video data qualitatively
and quantitatively.
In the next chapter, we will extend the proposed unsupervised segmentation method
to more complicated environments using jointly 2D information (saliency map) and 3D
information (depth map).
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Chapter 7
SDCut – Saliency based Unsupervised
Segmentation using Colour and Depth
This chapter demonstrates another unsupervised segmentation algorithm for video se-
quences acquired from a moving camera with results comparable to semi-supervised
(interactive) methods. We employ depth cues from multiple view stereo to enhance
the hypothesis of a potential object based on saliency scores. The resulting object and
background hypotheses are then used to model foreground and background distribu-
tions for a graph-cut based segmentation. Our graph-cut framework simultaneously
optimises over depth and colour information to produce automatically segmented ob-
jects in challenging unstructured scenes. We refer to this saliency and depth-based
segmentation method as “SDCut”. The proposed method is fully automatic without
requiring any intervention. Experiments demonstrate that our method can achieve ac-
curate segmentation results that are comparable to several well known human interac-
tive semi-supervised segmentation methods.
The primary contribution in this chapter is that we combine biologically inspired
saliency detection and 3D geometric constraints to provide meaningful object hypoth-
esis for object segmentation. This allows an autonomous system to find meaningful
objects and segment them from the background for tracking or recognition. This work
was submitted to IEEE signal processing letters and has received revision decision
from this journal.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.1: (a) The sample frame from a video. (b) Saliency map of the sample frame using
low level visual cues. (c) The normalized saliency map overlaid on the sample frame, and (d)
The object segmentation results generated by our proposed method, SDCut.
7.1 Introduction
Object segmentation plays a significant role in high level applications in the robotics
and computer vision community. Examples include object classification and recogni-
tion [131], object detection and tracking [132] and unseen object exploration [64], all
of which are considered prerequisites for scene understanding, robot navigation, and
perception. Thus object segmentation has been extensively studied and the literature
can be broadly grouped into supervised [133], semi-supervised (interactive) [8] and
unsupervised [7] methods.
Supervised segmentation heavily relies on training data which are not always avail-
able for robots, particularly for exploration in unknown environments. As addressed in
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[8], semi-supervised algorithms requiring human intervention for localising the object
of interest in an image, provide more accurate and meaningful segmentation results
but is rarely useful for fully autonomous systems. Unsupervised segmentation is dis-
cussed in [7] where they employ 2D cues in the image space to generate coherent re-
gions. However, results can often be inconsistent, with physical objects segmented into
several separate parts (for example, see the segmentation of the person in Fig.7.3(b)).
Generally, the physically meaningful object often occupies a compact 3D space and
preserves consistent depth to a viewer (e.g., human or robot). We focus on the prob-
lem of segmenting one meaningful object of interest automatically, regardless of the
cluttered and dynamical background. Our goal is unsupervised segmentation of mean-
ingful object. Some works employ saliency detection to define object hypothesis and
conduct segmentation using K-means or mean shift algorithms [9; 134]. Again, the
detected object does not have to be a semantic meaningful object. We instead combine
saliency detection and depth information to generate a robust semantic meaningful
object hypothesis and refine the segmentation using graph cut optimisation based on
colour and depth cues (which we refer to as Saliency-Depth Cut or SDCut). Fig.7.1
shows the outputs of each step in the process of the proposed SDCut method.
In this chapter, we present the following contributions:
1. The proposed fusion of saliency and depth information to provide a robust method
for automatically generating likelihood masks of objects of interest,
2. Colour and depth cues basedMarkov Random Fields (MRF) segmentation frame-
work is proposed to refine meaningful segmentation.
7.2 Saliency based Segmentation with Depth
This section addresses the work flow proposed in this chapter shown in Fig. 7.2. Note
that the whole segmentation process is automatic, i.e., there is no requirement for ex-
ternal inputs such as manual initialisation of regions of interest.
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Figure 7.2: An illustration of our SDCut pipeline. Depth and saliency maps generate the object
hypothesis which models the likelihood energy of object in MRF framework. Graph cuts [10]
is applied to solve the segmentation problem.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.3: (a) A sample frame; (b) Unsupervised graph-based segmentation using [7]; (c)
Depth map for the frame; (d) Saliency map for the same frame.
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7.2.1 Depth Map and Saliency Map Generation
Common to all systems that compute dense depth information is the requirement for
high quality camera pose estimation. We estimate camera pose using Structure from
Motion (SfM) algorithm similar to [120]. A dense depth map is then computed for
each view using multi-view stereo method [31]. Depth estimation will be discarded
when it fails in depth consistency checking. We can also obtain the depth using stereo
vision or time-of-flight camera.
Based on a comprehensive comparison between 17 state-of-the-art saliency detec-
tion algorithms [38], we also test several methods on our human dataset and we found
that bottom-up visual saliency model proposed in [9], which firstly extracts the ba-
sic features, e.g., colour, texture and intensity, and then incorporates them in a graph
structure before obtaining the optimum results through optimization, can provide con-
sistent salient regions in our video data. Thus we modified this method to compute the
saliency map for each frame in our video data (i.e., we compute the feature map using
texture and depth instead of only texture). Fig. 7.3 shows the computed depth map and
saliency map for a sample frame in the Video 2 dataset (see Section 7.3). The object
to be segmented in these datasets is a person in the foreground.
7.2.2 Object and Background Likelihood Mask
Given the saliency map of a frame, instead of using a naive threshold to separate fore-
ground and background, we apply K-means over the saliency map (set K as 5). The
clusters with high value (as saliency map expressed in grey-scale image) are most
likely to be interesting regions; Likewise, small value clusters correspond to the back-
ground. Fig. 7.4(c) shows the cluster with the highest grey value and the center of the
cluster is referred to as an anchor point (or fixation point).
Even though the saliency map already provides useful cues for locating a potential
object of interest, it is not yet sufficient for detecting an object like a human body. As
seen in Fig. 7.4(b), the legs and head are not detected and segmentation would result in
only the upper body being identified. However, depth information is relatively similar
across the entire human body and also preserves the discontinuity at the boundary of
the object. With this insight, we combined depth and saliency maps for each frame to
generate a robust likelihood mask for the object and background in that frame. In this
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(a)
(b) (c) (d)
Figure 7.4: (a) Illustration of the process to find the boundary; (b) The normalized saliency map
overlaid on the sample frame; (c) Foreground cluster after running K-means on saliency map,
the star indicates the center of the cluster. (d) Foreground likelihood mask after combining
saliency map and depth map.
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chapter, we refer Fig. 7.4(c) to as a naive mask and Fig. 7.4(d) to as a smart mask.
To combine the saliency and depth maps, the location of anchor point in the saliency
map is transferred to the corresponding depth map. We then grow a region centered at
the transferred anchor point until large depth discontinuities are detected. As seen in
Fig.7.4(a), a window w is centered at the anchor point and moves in eight directions
motivated by 8-neighbour pairwise term modelling in MRF [10]. If the window is in-
side the object (inner window), the movement does not change the standard deviation
σw of depth covered by the window. Once the window move onto the boundary area
(border window), σw has a large change. Actually this is quite similar to the process
of corner and edge detection. The generated object likelihood mask is shown in Fig.
7.4(d). Regarding on background likelihood mask, we directly apply the background
clusters from saliency map using K-means (i.e., the fifth cluster as above).
7.2.3 Segmentation Framework
We model the segmentation problem for a frame as described in Chapter 5. Saliency
and depth maps based foreground and background mask model the likelihood energy
term in a MRF framework and a graph cut algorithm is employed to infer the segmen-
tation label for each pixel in a frame.
7.3 Experimental Results
We have tested the proposed method on two video datasets captured by a moving cam-
era outdoors. The first dataset (Video 1, 350 frames, see Fig. 7.1(a)) contains one still
person while the camera moves around and the second dataset (Video 2, 410 frames,
see Fig. 7.3(a)) includes a still person with one person walking in the background
while camera moves around. The resolution for both datasets is 640×480. In order to
evaluate our method quantitatively, we manually annotated the designated foreground
every ten frames for both videos. Additionally, we evaluated the proposed method
on two public datasets. One is “IU” sequence of i2i dataset1 collected using a stereo
camera, and the other is “MS” sequences of tof dataset2 obtained using time-of-flight
1http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/i2i/data.aspx
2http://vis.uky.edu/˜gravity/Research/ToFMatting/ToFMatting.htm
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Figure 7.5: Segmentation results on two sample frames from our video datasets. Each column
corresponds to the configuration addressed in Section 7.3. Qualitatively, depth and colour based
segmentation outperforms that using colour only, and better segmentation is obtained using the
smart mask. The bar plot illustrates the quantitative results.
camera. Both have pixel resolutions of 320×240.
In order to understand the performance of SDCut, we firstly conducted four tests
for video 1 and 2. We address these tests as: 1) SDCut with foreground and background
likelihood masks directed from K-means (naive mask) and colour cue only; 2) SDCut
with naive mask and both colour and depth cues; 3) SDCut with foreground and back-
ground likelihood mask from combining saliency and depth maps (smart mask) and
colour cue only; 4) SDCut with smart mask and both colour and depth cues. In our im-
plementation, the parameter λ between the likelihood term and smoothness term is set
as 35. Currently the method is implemented in Matlab and C++ without optimisation,
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Figure 7.6: Visual comparison of different methods on four video sequences. From top to bot-
tom: Video 1, Video 2, tof “MS” and i2i “IU”. From left to right: raw sample frames, segmen-
tation using LS [1], segmentation using GC [2], segmentation using SRDS [11], segmentation
using our SDCut and ground truth.
Table 7.1: Evaluation of adaptive weight compared to equal weight.
Average F1 score RMSE
equal adaptive equal adaptive
Video 1 0.79 0.88 0.0117 0.0078
Video 2 0.75 0.83 0.0093 0.0085
we can process two frames per second.
For quantitative evaluation of our approach we compute F1 score of the segmen-
tation w.r.t ground truth. The F1 score is defined as: F1 = 2P×R
P+R , where P is the
fraction of our segmentation overlapping with the ground truth and R is the fraction
of the ground truth overlapping with our segmentation. In order to evaluate the per-
formance of the particular frame in the sequence, the individual f1-score is calculated.
Meanwhile, we also compute the average F1 score for the evaluation of each video
sequence. And the average F1 score is defined as ∑F1/N (N is the number of frames
of a video sequence).
Fig. 7.5 shows the segmentation results using different configurations qualitatively
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Table 7.2: Comparison of different methods on four video sequences.
GC [2] LS [1] SRDS [11] Ours
Video 1 0.908 0.906 0.19 0.88
Video 2 0.655 0.842 0.187 0.83
i2i “IU” 0.956 0.976 0.296 0.969
tof “MS” 0.951 0.953 0.436 0.942
and quantitatively. We note that there is no significant improvement for segmentation
results using colour and depth compared to using colour only in Video 1. This is be-
cause the ground (quite yellowish), occupying large portion of the background, has
quite different colour to the foreground person, i.e., colour information already has
sufficient discriminative capability. However, segmentation with the smart mask out-
performs that with the naive mask. In Video 2, as the colour of the ground is quite
similar to the foreground, the advantage of combining colour and depth is highlighted.
Additionally, segmentation with the smart mask continues to obtain better segmenta-
tion results. As shown in Table 7.1, segmentation performance using adaptive weights
outperforms that using equal weight with better average F1 score and smaller RMSE
error for both video sequences.
Furthermore, we compared our method with saliency region detection and seg-
mentation (SRDS) [11] and two interactive segmentation methods, i.e., Grabcut (GC)
[2] and Lazysnapping (LS) [1]. SDCut outperforms SRDS and achieves comparable
results as powerful interactive segmentation methods on all datasets (see Table 7.2).
Note that GC [2] and LS [1] are interactive segmentation methods which require user
inputs for each frame in the sequence. However, our SDCut can automatically segment
the object of interest with comparable performance. Fig. 7.6 shows some qualitative
comparison results.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a novel unsupervised segmentation framework, SD-
Cut, which can generate meaningful semantic object segmentation automatically. Ex-
periments demonstrate that our method can obtain robust and accurate segmentation
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from video sequences in the presence of dynamical and cluttered background. Fur-
thermore SDCut outperforms or is comparable to several state-of-the-art segmentation
methods.
In the next chapter, we will investigate the segmentation of multiple objects with
semantic meanings. We will also build a 3D semantic map of a real street scene,
representing a step towards environment parsing.
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Chapter 8
Nonparametric Semantic
Segmentation for 3D Street Scenes
In this chapter we propose a method to generate a large scale accurate and dense 3D
semantic map of street scenes. A dense 3D semantic model of the environment can
significantly enhance a number of robotic applications such as autonomous driving,
navigation or localisation. Instead of using offline trained classifiers for semantic seg-
mentation, our approach employs a data-driven, nonparametric method to parse scenes
which easily scale to a large environment and generalise to different scenes, i.e., classi-
fied model is not required to relearn when new images are added into database. Specif-
ically, we propose a method of joint 3D reconstruction with nonparametric semantic
segmentation to model the environment as a 3D semantic occupancy map.
We use stereo image pairs collected from cameras mounted on a moving car to
produce dense depth maps which are combined into a global 3D reconstruction using
camera poses from stereo visual odometry. Simultaneously, 2D automatic semantic
segmentation using a nonparametric scene parsing method is fused into the 3D model.
Furthermore, the resultant 3D semantic model is improved with the consideration of
moving objects in the scene. We demonstrate our method on the publicly available
KITTI dataset and evaluate the performance against manually generated ground truth.
This work has been presented at the 2013 IEEE International Conference on Intel-
ligent Robots and Systems in Tokyo, Japan.
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Figure 8.1: 3D semantic model. This figure shows some sample outputs of our method (best
viewed in colour). (A) 3D semantic map overlaid on Google Earth map; (B) Left view of a
stereo image pair; (C) 2D semantic segmentation results; (D) 3D semantic model.
8.1 Introduction
Recently, there has been an increased interest in developing intelligent autonomous
systems for a wide range of applications such as autonomous driving, robot navigation
or environment exploration. To enable autonomous system operation in large scale and
dynamic environments, these systems need the ability to understand the environment
geometrically and semantically.
Considerable effort has been focussed towards geometrically modelling the envi-
ronment with a map consisting of a sparse or dense point cloud for accurate localisa-
tion [135; 136; 137; 138]. However, none of these approaches consider the semantic
aspects of the environment which can provide helpful information for the geometric
model, e.g., buildings, cars and pedestrians should be on top of a road and under the
sky. Moreover, pedestrians and cars are likely to be moving objects which are not suit-
able for generating a static navigation map, compared to buildings or trees. Semantic
scene parsing (i.e., label each pixel in a image into a semantic class) has been actively
researched by the computer vision community [23; 83; 84; 85], but mainly focused
on 2D images. There is relatively little work on combining semantic and geometric
representations of the environment.
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Figure 8.2: System overview. Given rectified stereo image pairs, semantic labels (Lˆ) are in-
ferred by a nonparametric segmentation method. Camera poses (Pˆ) are estimated using stereo
visual odometry. Dense 3D reconstruction (Xˆ) is computed using dense depth maps (Dˆ) and
camera poses. Based on this information, the final 3D semantic model can be obtained.
Douillard et al. proposed a sparse semantic map representation of the environment
using a laser and camera [97]. However, such a sparse semantic map has difficulty
obtaining the boundaries between objects, resulting in inaccurate classification. Addi-
tionally, it cannot handle thin objects like road signs. Instead of using multiple sensors,
we aim for a vision only system to alleviate the cost and complexity. [13] presented
a method for 3D semantic map generation, but in that work they assume that the en-
vironment is static. In addition, they apply a parametric method for semantic image
segmentation which requires offline training that needs to be updated whenever the en-
vironment changes. The method presented here employs a data-driven nonparametric
semantic segmentation without an offline training procedure which can easily scale to
a large scale environment.
In this chapter, we propose a method of joint 3D reconstruction with nonpara-
metric semantic segmentation to model the environment as a 3D semantic occupancy
map. Additionally, moving objects are taken into account using estimated camera
poses from stereo visual odometry (§8.2.5). Finally, the proposed method is qualita-
tively and quantitatively evaluated on the KITTI dataset [139]. Some intermediate
and final outputs of our method are shown in Fig. 8.1. Our main contributions can be
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summarised as follows:
• We apply a data-driven nonparametric method for semantic image segmentation
which does not require any offline training procedure. Therefore our method can
easily scale to a large dataset.
• We represent the 3D semantic map as an octree structure which introduces effi-
ciency in terms of time and space.
• We take moving objects in the scene into account using estimated camera poses
to improve the 3D semantic map.
• The production of a semantic segmentation ground truth is time consuming. We
make our hand labelled ground truth of different street scene sequences publicly
available1.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 8.2 describes the whole
framework of the proposed method in details. Qualitative and quantitative experimen-
tal evaluation are discussed in Section 8.3. Finally, Section 8.4 draws the conclusion
and states future work.
8.2 3D Semantic Model for Scene Understanding
In this section we introduce our proposed method for 3D semantic occupancy map
creation. As shown in Fig. 8.2, our approach has three parallel stages: estimate the
semantic label of each pixel in the left view of each stereo image pair; camera pose for
each stereo image pair; and dense depth map for each left view of stereo image pairs.
Then a 3D occupancy map is constructed based on the reconstructed point clouds and
a semantic label from a previous 2D nonparametric image segmentation is obtained.
Finally, the 3D semantic model is updated based on camera trajectory estimated from
stereo visual odometry, taking into account moving objects along the trajectory. In the
following, we explain each stage in detail.
1https://wiki.qut.edu.au/display/cyphy/Hu+He
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Figure 8.3: System pipeline.There are three key algorithmic components (highlighted by el-
lipses) in the system: image retrieval, correspondence between query image and retrieved im-
ages, and label transfer.
8.2.1 Nonparametric Model
We firstly describe how to employ a nonparametric model to achieve semantic seg-
mentation. Non-parametric methods make fewer assumptions of input data and prior
information, which differ from parametric models in that the model structure is not
specified a priori but is instead determined from data. Recently, with the development
of computer vision, more and more annotated datasets are available online, such as
ImageNet [140], LabelMe [141] or SUN [142]. On the one hand, lots of supervised
learning models have been proposed using offline training of these databases for image
semantic segmentation. However, the training time increases exponentially as the size
of the training data increases. In order to avoid offline training and achieve scalabil-
ity algorithm, on the other hand, several works [41; 94; 143] have started to explore
transferring the annotation from database to a query task.
As addressed in [94], traditional approaches to object recognition begin by spec-
ifying an object model, such as template matching, constellations, bags of features,
or shape models, etc. These approaches typically work with a fixed number of object
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categories and require training generative or discriminative models for each category
from training data. These models need to be retrained if more object categories are
added. However, nonparametric models can reduce the inference problem for an un-
known image to that of matching to an existing set of annotated images, given that lots
of large databases of images with annotation are accessible nowadays.
In general, the pipeline of the nonparametric method can be illustrated in Fig. 8.3.
In order to employ this nonparametric framework, the following components should
be covered.
• Database: It is the fundamental base for any successful nonparametric method.
As the parsing of an unseen image is inferred based on a database, the incor-
rect parsing would happen if the query image is beyond the scope of database,
e.g., using indoor dataset to infer outdoor scene. Database should be created
in accordance with the applications, i.e., object semantic categories should be
provided in the database for semantic segmentation [41; 94] while depth ground
truth should be available in the database for depth inference [143].
• Image Retrieval: Given a query image, a set of semantically similar images in
a database are returned in terms of the matching score of global features, such
as spatial pyramid [144], gist [145] or colour histogram. The following label
transfer is implementing on retrieval set instead of the original database for
better accuracy and efficiency.
• Label Transfer: Local similarity between the query image and retrieval set is
computed using local matching. [94; 143] employ the “sift flow” [146] dense
matching scheme to find the corresponding matched pixels in the retrieval set
for query image. These matched pixels in retrieval set are used for modelling the
likelihood probability for each pixel in the query image. In particular, the work
presented in [41] applies the local matching of super pixels [7] from a query
image and retrieval set to model the likelihood probability for each super pixel
in the query image. In order to achieve consistent label transfer performance,
the above likelihood probabilities are fused into an optimisation framework (e.g.,
MRF and CRF) for further processing.
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Figure 8.4: Camera trajectory computed by stereo visual odometry [12] is registered manually
to the Google Map.
8.2.2 Semantic Segmentation
As in [8], the pixels in an image and their corresponding semantic labels are repre-
sented by a MRF which is defined on a graph G=< V,E> consisting of N nodes (i.e.,
|V| = N), where each node vi ∈ V represents the latent random variable associated
with the pixel i in the image and each edge ei j ∈ E represents the relationship of two
neighbouring nodes, i.e., vi and v j in the graph.
The segmentation problem for an image can be considered as a labelling problem
in which every pixel should be assigned a unique label l. In this chapter, l = {Building,
Car, Sky, Tree, Sidewalk, Road, Bicyclist, Pedestrian, VegetationMisc}. Therefore, the
solution L= (l1, · · · , li, · · · , lN) can be achieved by maximising p(L) given by a Gibbs
distribution of the following form:
p(L) =
1
Z
exp(−∑E(L)) (8.1)
where Z is a normalisation constant.
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Figure 8.5: The effect of our MRF smoothing parameter λ from Eq. 8.2.
Now the maximisation of p(L) is equivalent to the minimisation of an energy func-
tion E(L). Following Bayes rule, we can formulate the energy function E(L) as fol-
lows:
E(L) = ∑
i∈V
ψi(li)+λ ∑
(i, j)∈E
ψi j(li, l j) (8.2)
where ψi(li) is the unary potential (i.e., likelihood energy) encoding the cost when
the label of the pixel i is li, and ψi j(li, l j) is the pairwise potential (i.e., prior energy)
representing the cost when the label for adjacent pixels i and j are li and l j, respectively.
λ indicates the relative importance of the likelihood energy versus the prior energy.
In this work, we computed the average Intersection vs Union (IU) using Eq. 8.6d
with different λ for our dataset described in Section 8.3.1. As shown in Fig. 8.5, we
found the value of λ = 1 to achieve a good average IU in our experiments.
Unary potential: Referring to the TextonBoost algorithm [23] which combines
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classifiers with different feature representations to model the unary potential term in
Eq. 8.2, we also apply a multi-feature representation to model this energy term. How-
ever, we employ a nonparametric method to transfer the likelihood probability of la-
belled images in the database to the query image rather than use pre-trained classifiers
described in [23]. More specifically, we build up a database which contains raw im-
ages and corresponding manually labeled ground truths. As in [41], we use gist [147],
colour histogram and a visual words dictionary [148] as global features to represent
each image in the database. And then we apply the mean shift algorithm to generate
oversegmentation on each image in the database (each segment denotes a super pixel).
Local features like SIFT, location in image coordinates, size of the super pixel in pixels,
colour of each super pixel are extracted and concatenated to represent each super pixel
[41]. Each of the images in the database have been labelled, giving each super pixel a
corresponding semantic label. Regarding a query image, global features for the entire
image and local features for the generated super pixels are extracted. Then images
from the database are ranked based on the similarity of global features to the query im-
age, i.e., Euclidean distance between query image and the images from database using
the global image features. We choose the 30 top-ranked images from the database as
the nearest neighbours for modelling likelihood probability of each super pixel in the
query image to be each semantic label as follows:
ψi(li) = ψi(lspi) =−log ∏
sp∈I
wip(sp|l) (8.3)
where spi represents the super pixel containing pixel i in the query image, sp denotes
super pixels from nearest neighbours I, and l ∈ L is the semantic label. wi is the
normalised distance between super pixels in the query image and nearest neighbours
from database. For more details on the nonparametric method, the reader is encouraged
to refer to [41; 94].
Pairwise potentials: The 8-neighbourhood smoothness prior term φi j modelling
the probabilities of label co-occurrence (i.e., encouraging the adjacent pixels to take
the same label). We model this term using a contrast sensitive Potts Model [10].
ψi j(li, l j) = |li− l j|exp(−
||Ci−C j||
2
2σ2
) (8.4)
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Figure 8.6: 3D semantic model is organised as an octree. Different nodes in the tree have
different metric resolution. We take the resolution of leaf nodes as 0.2m in this chapter. A
different colour of 3D points in each voxel denotes the different semantic label. The voxel
semantic label is determined based on the maximum of the semantic label histogram of inside
3D points. The empty voxel represents the free space while the shaded voxel denotes the
occupied voxel (best viewed in colour).
where Ci denotes the RGB value of a pixel i and ||Ci−C j||
2 is the Euclidean norm of
the intensity difference. σ is the average intensity difference between neighbouring
pixels in the image, which can be estimated as pixel noise introduced by the camera.
This smoothness term favours the object boundary where neighbouring pixels have
large contrast.
This MRF can be solved using the standard graph cut algorithm [8; 10].
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8.2.3 Stereo Visual Odometry
As camera pose estimation is not the primary focus of this work, we apply the modi-
fied stereo visual odometry system described in [12]. The input data are rectified stereo
image pairs from calibrated cameras. Stereo matching turns into a 1D search (i.e., hor-
izontal correspondence) which is quite efficient. With respect to the feature matching
over time, conventional camera resectioning [149] is applied to estimate camera poses
over time with a fixed calibration assumption. In order to reject incorrect matching
(i.e., outliers) due to lack of texture or image noise, we ensure the visibility of a de-
tected feature exists for at least three consecutive frames over time for the stereo pair.
Additionally, features from dynamic objects are discarded using epipolar geometric
constraints. One example result of camera pose estimation is shown in Fig. 8.4. As
the dataset (KITTI Odometry sequence 15) does not have ground truth, we illustrate
the camera trajectory overlaid on a Google map image.
8.2.4 Dense 3D Reconstruction
For dense 3D reconstruction, we firstly generate dense depth maps for each stereo
pair. Specifically, we apply the efficient stereo matching algorithm proposed in [150]
to compute a disparity map between stereo images, and then filter out extreme dispar-
ity values using a median filter with a 3×3 patch window for an image of resolution
1241×376. As the stereo camera is calibrated, we use (8.5) to compute dense point
clouds for each pixel with a valid disparity expressed in the left camera coordinate.
Xi = (xi− cx)B/di (8.5a)
Yi = (yi− cy)B/di (8.5b)
Zi = f B/di (8.5c)
where (Xi,Yi,Zi) is the 3D point expressed in the left camera frame corresponding to
the pixel i with valid disparity di at (xi,yi) in image space. B and f denote baseline and
focal length, while (cx,cy) represents the principal point in image space derived from
stereo calibration.
Secondly, a camera viewing volume (i.e., viewing frustum) is clipped to a [0.5m
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Figure 8.7: Demonstration of our moving objects filter (best viewed in colour). Blue dots
represent the incorrect reconstruction due to moving objects along the camera trajectory. Blue
dots will be filtered out and red dots will be kept.
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20m] depth range and then transferred into global coordinates (origin is usually cho-
sen as the pose of the initial camera). The 3D volume is divided into voxels with 0.2m
resolution using an octree [151]. Each minimum voxel denotes the leaf node in the
octree and is derived from parent nodes (see Fig. 8.6). Then we compute the aver-
age centre of 3D points from the same voxel to represent the location of that voxel in
global coordinates. The semantic labels for these inside 3D points can be obtained us-
ing estimated camera poses (§8.2.3) and 2D semantic segmentations (§8.2.2). Finally,
the semantic label for that voxel is taken from the most frequent semantic label of the
inside 3D points. Note that the leaf nodes can be pruned if all eight leaf nodes take
the same semantic labels, their parent node will take that semantic label and represent
them. The advantage of this representation is to decrease the data size requirements
and also increase the processing efficiency. Comparing to the volumetric TSDF repre-
sentation, which is based on run length encoding for space efficiency, in [13]. While,
octree used in this thesis can adjust the resolution of the octree structure following
spatial and temporal requirements. Thus, it is more flexible than TSDF representation.
Finally, we update the volume using the camera pose from stereo visual odometry.
In order to increase memory efficiency, we write the volume behind the cameras to
disk to deal with a larger dataset. With respect to the occupancy estimation, we label
the voxel as occupied if that voxel contains more than 5 reconstructed 3D points and
as free space otherwise. Note that the above method assumes the environment is static.
Moving objects might introduce duplicate points for the same object in the 3D recon-
struction (see Fig. 8.8(a)). A simple moving object filter will be described in Section
8.2.5 to address this issue.
8.2.5 3D Semantic Model
In this section we introduce the way we generate our final 3D semantic model. Once
the semantic segmentation for each image is obtained, we use the camera projection
matrix to project the colour of the semantic label to the reconstructed 3D points. As
previously mentioned, each occupied voxel would contain multiple 3D points with
different semantic labels (see Fig. 8.6). We compute the label histogram in each
occupied voxel and choose the most frequent label as the voxel semantic label.
Due to moving objects and textureless areas (e.g., sky) in the scene, the 3D model
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(a) Semantic point cloud w/o filter (b) Semantic point cloud with filter
(c) Semantic volume w/o filter (d) Semantic volume with filter
Figure 8.8: Qualitative comparison between 3D semantic model without and with a moving
objects filter (best viewed in colour). Regions of interest are highlighted by dashed ellipses. As
shown in (a) and (b), the semantic point cloud is much cleaner after employing moving filer.
Additionally, the sky voxels in (c) can be removed using semantic label (i.e., sky should not
occupy 3D space) to obtain a better 3D semantic model shown in (d).
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might contain incorrect reconstructions. As shown in Fig. 8.8(a) and 8.8(c), moving
objects are duplicated in the 3D model and parts of the sky are reconstructed. As we
know the semantic label for the occupied voxel in the 3D model, we can correct the
occupied voxel with a sky label as free space (see Fig. 8.8(d)).
With respect to the error introduced by moving objects, we employ a simple yet
effective method to filter the 3D map. Once we obtain the 3D semantic map and
camera trajectory, we argue that the region where the car can drive through should be
free 3D space. Therefore, the region covered by the camera trajectory is traversable.
In Fig. 8.7, we know the width (wcar) of the car on which the stereo rig is mounted.
In addition, there are free regions (ws) between the car and other obstacles for safety
purposes. Any occupied voxels within this bounding box defined by wcar are removed
if their semantic labels are not road. As expected, it causes a significant number of
holes in the 3D model, however, we know they are likely to be road. We use the
geometric information from the remaining voxels (most of them should be road) within
the bounding box defined by wcar+ws to generate new road voxels to fill the holes. In
particular, we adjust the ws ∈[0.3m 0.5m] (reasonable safe distance between cars) to
achieve the smallest standard deviation along z-axis (i.e., altitude above the sea level).
The resultant 3D semantic map is shown in Fig. 8.8(b) and 8.8(d).
8.3 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we describe the dataset used and a qualitative and quantitative evalua-
tion of our system. Additionally, we compare our results with that reported in [13].
8.3.1 Datasets
We evaluate our method on two publicly available KITTI datasets: Odometry se-
quence 15 and 2011 09 26 drive 0104. Both datasets contain rectified stereo pairs
with associated 3D ground truth data obtained by a Velodyne HDL-64E laser scanner
which is calibrated with respect to the stereo camera. These datasets involved com-
mon objects such as pedestrian, bicyclist, car, tree or building in urban, residential
and campus like environments. 2011 09 26 drive 0104 consists of 312 image pairs at
1242×375 pixel resolution over a driving distance of about 252m. We manually label
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(a) Sample images and ground truth in our database. The black area means unlabelled region that is not
considered in the proposed method.
(b) Semantic image segmentation. The black area means unlabelled region that is not considered in the
proposed method.
Figure 8.9: (a) Left: raw images; Right: ground truth. Note that the object with the same class
has different appearance in our database highlighted in red dash ellipse; (b) Top: input images;
Middle: semantic segmentation results; Bottom: corresponding ground truth. (best viewed in
colour)
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(a) Closeup view of the 3D semantic model
(b) Large scale 3D semantic map
Figure 8.10: (a): White arrows show the corresponding objects between 3D semantic model
and 2D images; (b): A 3D semantic map with a 1.5km track overlaid on Google Earth map
manually.
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Figure 8.11: Dense 3D reconstruction evaluation. δ is the error tolerance.
5 images for this dataset. Odometry sequence 15 contains 1901 stereo pairs with a
resolution of 1241×376 covering a track of around 1.5km, and we generate 7 ground
truth images for this dataset. We label the scene into 9 semantic classes, i.e., Building,
Car, Sky, Tree, Sidewalk, Road, Bicyclist, Pedestrian, VegetationMisc. In addition, we
manually annotated another 39 images from other KITTI datasets for our database
setup. Note that the 12 ground truth images from 2011 09 26 drive 0104 and Odom-
etry sequence 15 datasets were used for testing. These datasets are quite challenging,
and even objects of the same class in the scene have significantly different appearances
(see Fig. 8.9(a)).
In our current implementation, 3D reconstructions can run up to 4∼5Hz, and 2D
semantic segmentation of query image takes around 30s. However, most processing
time is consumed by feature extraction and matching which can be parallelised using
a GPU implementation.
8.3.2 Qualitative Results
Fig. 8.9 shows 2D semantic segmentation results from the nonparametric image pars-
ing model. The top row is the sample images from the dataset. The middle row shows
the results from the nonparametric model. A comparison with the ground truth, shown
in the bottom row, reveals that we can achieve quite plausible semantic segmentation
results, especially for classes such as Building, Road or Tree. We also notice that Tree
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and VegetationMisc are partially mislabeled due to similar appearance and location.
Additionally, shadow causes the VegetationMisc label to bleed into the Sidewalk la-
bel (see left column). These effects contribute to the quantitative results in Table 8.1.
Qualitative correspondences highlighted by white arrows between the 2D images and
3D semantic model are shown in Fig. 8.10(a). A large 3D semantic map has been cre-
ated using Odometry sequence 15 and overlaid on the corresponding Google Earth
map as illustrated in Fig. 8.10. This 3D semantic map is more than two times larger
than that addressed in [13]. More qualitative results are shown in a supplementary
video with this chapter.
8.3.3 Quantitative Results
For quantitative evaluation, we firstly evaluate the geometric accuracy of our 3D model
using the Velodyne based ground truth and then the semantic accuracy using our man-
ually labelled ground truth.
Geometric accuracy evaluation: We follow the evaluation measures defined in
[152]. Specifically, we project the 3D model and the corresponding ground truth 3D
laser data back into a 2D image space. Using the inverse form of Eq. 8.5, i.e., comput-
ing disparity based on 3D points and camera information, we can generate disparity
maps for our 3D model and 3D laser data. For each ground truth, we compute the
ratio between the number of pixels that satisfy |di− d
g
i | ≥ δ and the number of valid
projection of laser 3D data, where d
g
i is the ground truth disparity computed from laser
3D data corresponding to the disparity di generated from our 3D model. The error
tolerance δ ranges from 1 to 8 pixels. Then the ratios are averaged over all the ground
truth data (see Fig. 8.11). Particularly, the average incorrect pixel ratio is around 10%
(i.e., 90% accuracy) given an error tolerance of 5 pixels.
Semantic accuracy evaluation: We use the evaluation measures defined in [13; 83]
to compute per-class Recall (R), Average Recall (AR), Global Recall (GR) and per-
class Intersection vs Union (IU) using Eq. 8.6 for 2D semantic image segmentation,
the 3D model without a filter and the 3D model with a filter. GR evaluates the overall
ratio of correct labelling, and AG denotes the average recall score of the per-class
measures. We use the selected camera poses to project our 3D semantic model (i.e.,
without a filter and with a filter) back to image views which have manually labelled
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Figure 8.12: 3D semantic model evaluation (best viewed in colour). (A) the input image; (B)
corresponding projected view from 3D semantic model without a filter; (C) ground truth; (D)
corresponding projected view from 3D semantic model with a filter.
ground truth (see Fig. 8.12). Note that we set the depth range of the camera viewing
frustum as [0.5m 20m]. Thus, any structures beyond this range are ignored during
our evaluation.
R=
Nii
∑ j∈LNi j
(8.6a)
AR= ∑
i∈L
Nii
|L|∑ j∈LNi j
(8.6b)
GR=
∑i∈LNii
∑i, j∈LNi j
(8.6c)
IU =
Nii
Nii+∑ j∈L\iNi j+∑ j∈L\iN ji
(8.6d)
where Ni j refers to the number of pixels of label i labelled j. GR evaluates the overall
ratio of correct labelling, and AG denotes the average recall score of the per-class
measures.
As shown in Table 8.1, the frequent and dominant classes in street scenes like Road,
Building or Car achieve reasonably high accuracy in the 2D semantic image segmenta-
tion and 3D semantic model. There are few images containing Pedestrian and Bicyclist
labels in our current database (only 39 images), therefore the accuracy for these classes
is quite low compared with the other classes. Due to the error in camera pose estima-
tion and 3D reconstruction, 2D semantic image segmentation always outperforms the
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Recall
2D semantic segmentation 93.54 97.2 96.82 97.16 29.58 79.88 0.0 94.65 29.04 91.85 68.65 92.77
2D semantic segmentation [13] 97.0 - 93.9 98.3 - 91.3 - - - 81.68 - 88.4
3D semantic model w/o filter 80.19 0.0 81.31 81.69 0.0 30.25 0.0 48.3 0.9 68.36 35.85 78.48
3D semantic model with filter 80.19 0.0 81.31 88.46 0.0 30.25 0.0 48.3 0.9 70.05 36.6 79.64
3D semantic model [13] 96.1 - 88.5 97.8 - 86.5 - - - 77.15 - 85
Intersection vs Union
2D semantic segmentation 90.63 80.15 91.22 93.85 29.58 71.54 0.0 87.67 23.52 86.81 63.13
2D semantic segmentation [13] 86.1 - 78.0 94.3 - 73.4 - - - 71.65 -
3D semantic model w/o filter 71.36 0.0 68.61 75.87 0.0 27.43 0.0 10.57 0.9 60.82 28.3
3D semantic model with filter 72.93 0.0 69.37 80.98 0.0 27.43 0.0 10.57 0.9 62.68 29.13
3D semantic model [13] 83.8 - 63.5 96.3 - 68.4 - - - 65.7 -
Table 8.1: Quantitative results on theKITTI dataset. 3D semantic with a filter outperforms that without a filter. The table shows % pixel
accuracy in terms of per-class Recall (R), Average Recall (AR), Global Recall (GR) and per-class Intersection vs Union (IU) using Eq.
8.6. GR evaluates the overall ratio of correct labelling, and AG denotes the average recall score of the per-class measures. (†) indicates
the score is computed using the common classes between our experiment and [13].
1
2
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3D semantic model. We can also see that our 3D semantic model with a filter obtains
better performance than that without a filter. As expected, most improvements occur
in the Road class on which the filter takes effect. Additionally, we compare our results
with that in [13]. They consider Tree and Vegetation as the same class, and evaluate
their results by ignoring several classes due to insufficient training data. In order to
make a fair comparison, we compute the average score (marked by †) using the com-
mon classes between our experiment and [13]. Note that we also compute the average
score for all the classes parsed by our model. The performance of some classes (e.g.,
Building, Car, Road) is comparable with [13]. While our performance on classes like
Tree, VegetationMisc or Sidewalk (named as Pavement in [13]) is inferior, they use a
more sophisticated graphical model (i.e., high order CRFs) and offline training with
the images from the same sequence. However, we consider Tree and Vegetation as
different classes (the inter-class similarity introduces more error to our model). Addi-
tionally, the images in our database are from different sequences rather than the test
sequence.
8.4 Summary
We have presented a method for 3D street scene understanding using nonparametric
semantic segmentation and dense 3D reconstruction. We also take into account moving
objects in the scene to improve the 3D semantic occupancy map. The evaluation on
several challenging KITTI datasets shows the promise of our method for 3D scene
understanding.
Additionally, it is worth to emphasis the following points in this chapter. Firstly,
a dense 3D semantic model of the environment can significantly enhance a number of
robotic applications such as autonomous driving, navigation or localisation. It is sig-
nificant to extend 2D semantic segmentation to 3D semantic segmentation even though
the accuracy of 3D semantic segmentation is lower at this stage. Secondly, [13] pre-
sented a method for 3D semantic map generation, but in that work they assume that
the environment is static. In addition, they apply a parametric method for semantic
image segmentation which requires offline training that needs to be updated whenever
the environment changes. The method presented here employs a data-driven nonpara-
metric semantic segmentation without an offline training procedure which can easily
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scale to a large scale environment. It is still worth to try different ways to solve this 3D
semantic segmentation problem even though the accuracy is not the best at this stage.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
This thesis is a step towards robot exploration based on scene segmentation. Firstly, we
proposed a segmentation framework combining colour and depth cues to achieve bet-
ter segmentation performance on several datasets. Additionally, an adaptive weighting
scheme between colour and depth cues is introduced to handle the discriminative ca-
pability of these cues in different environments. Secondly, we presented two unsuper-
vised segmentation methods using 3D information assistance. Finally, we addressed a
method to build a 3D semantic map of street scenes. This chapter summarizes several
findings and proposes future research directions.
9.1 Summary
An overview of each of the chapters is given.
In Chapter 3 and 4, we proposed a MRF based segmentation framework which can
take into account the colour and depth information of the object simultaneously. An
efficient graph-cut optimisation method is employed to infer the segmentation result
based on constructed colour and depth likelihood potentials. Evaluation on images
show that combining both colour and depth always outperforms using either one only.
Chapter 5 investigated a way of automatic segmentation using colour and depth for
video sequences. We presented an automatic prior information propagation between
frames using estimated camera poses. Additionally, we modelled the significance of
colour and depth over time using mutual information theory. We evaluated the pro-
posed method on several video sequences and demonstrated that this automatic seg-
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mentation with adaptive weighting can achieve good segmentation results compared to
ground truth and other state-of-the-art methods.
In Chapter 6 and 7, two unsupervised segmentation methods (i.e., SFMGrabcut
and SDCut) are presented. We showed that 3D information is a good cue to propose
semantic meaningful object hypothesis in an unknown environment. Combining the
3D information with saliency detection can provide a more robust region of interest
hypotheses even with large cluttered background. We demonstrated that the proposed
methods can segment meaningful physical objects from their backgrounds without any
human intervention.
Chapter 8 addressed a problem of constructing a 3D semantic map for real scenes
using semantic segmentation and 3D reconstruction. Particularly, we employed a non-
parametric semantic segmentation framework to parse the scene and propagate the
semantic segmentation to 3D reconstruction of the scene using a camera projection
model. We evaluated the proposed method on large street scene datasets and demon-
strated state-of-the-art results on 3D semantic parsing.
9.2 Contributions
In the context of image segmentation for robotic applications, the main contributions
of this thesis are:
• A novel segmentation framework based on 2D and 3D cues for robust object
segmentation.
• Amethod to propagate user provided pixel seeds for video segmentation towards
automatic object segmentation.
• A method to adaptively adjust the weight between 2D and 3D cues for each
frame in a video.
• A novel unsupervised segmentation method based on saliency detection and 3D
geometric constraints for meaningful object segmentation without user inputs
and training data.
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• Extension of current state-of-the-art 2D non-parametric semantic segmentation
to 3D space.
9.3 Future Work
Given the presented work in this thesis, there are several possible future directions as
follows.
9.3.1 Temporal consistency
In general, video is taken in time domain, which implies there is strong correlation
(i.e., temporal cue) between consecutive frames. This temporal information can be fur-
ther incorporated into current segmentation framework extending to a spatial-temporal
segmentation framework. We believe we can achieve more consistent segmentation
results over time by fusing the temporal information. For example, across a video se-
quence, some objects exist in a couple of frames, which means the objects of interest
could appear in the field of view in different instants of time. Enforcing this temporal
constraints to make these objects segment correctly over those frames.
9.3.2 Joint optimisation for 3D semantic parsing
Currently, we consider the 3D semantic parsing as two separate processes, i.e., 2D
semantic segmentation and 3D reconstruction, and then combine them using simple
camera projection model. However, there is a strong connection between 2D and 3D
information of the same scene. For example, in street scene, segmented car, pedestrian
and tree should be on the ground and the sky should be above the ground. Additionally,
car is most likely to be on the road while a tree is more likely to be on the sides of
road. We believe modelling this contextual information between 2D segmentation and
3D location would improve the accuracy of scene parsing.
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9.3.3 Extension to real robot applications
The proposed methods in this thesis are mainly offline methods. In order to employ
them on real robot platforms for real missions, we need to implement these methods
in a more efficient way (e.g., using GPU) to reach close to real time performance.
Additionally, more advanced feature representation and inference framework might be
required, for example, deep neural networks [153] for feature learning is one of the
recent topics of active research.
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